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ABSTRACT 

 
We are living in the 21st century and many Indigenous students across Canada live in 

‘shame’, not knowing their language and culture. Indigenous students can feel like they 

are living in two worlds when they leave their communities to pursue postsecondary 

education. This can embed a fear in students that affects their public speaking, 

pronunciation, and response in their mother tongue. Indigenous critics of settler 

colonialism (Alfred, 2008; Battiste, 2013; Grande, 2004; Simpson, 2011) and critical 

education theorists (Kincheloe, 2008) have identified that mainstream education is a 

means of maintaining the status quo as represented by colonialism. A resurgence of 

language is needed for First Nation learners and educators and this resurgence is 

required if we are going to maintain, recover and reclaim Indigenous languages (Bear 

Nicholas, 2008). Simpson (2008) asserts that, “we have to regenerate our languages so 

we have communities of fluent speakers (p.17)… we need our Elders, our languages, 

along with vision, intent, commitment, community and ultimately, action” (p. 23).  
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Pjila’si – Welcome  
 
This document represents a completed thesis proposal and a set of three articles in 

partial fulfillment of my Master of Education degree. In addition to the course work I 

completed, my Masters journey has included the process of proposal writing, contacting 

Mi’kmaq Chiefs for community approval, and obtaining ethics approval from both the 

Research Ethics Board at University of New Brunswick, as well as the Mi’kmaq Ethics 

Watch, Unama’ki College, Cape Breton University. I have completed the research study 

in the thesis proposal and have written my findings in three separate articles. The thesis 

proposal is included here as accepted. The first article, Speaking with my Elder about 

technology: Mi’kmaq language and culture has been presented at Congress 2015: 

Ottawa University and the second article, Kina’muanej Knjanjiji’naq mu ntakotmnew 

tli’lnu’ltik has been submitted for publication. The second article as well as the third 

article, Thinking Seven Generations Ahead: language resurgence in the face of settler 

colonialism, will be presented at Congress 2016. It is my plan that all three articles will 

be published. 

 

The focus of this thesis is exploring revitalization strategies for Mi’kmaq language 

resurgence. Mi’kmaq language learners, speakers and linguists are concerned for the 

survival of our languages for the seven generations to come from the 21st Century: for 

me, that would be my great-great-great grandchildren. Currently First Nations students 

across Canada and Turtle Island (North America) live in ‘shame,’ for not knowing their 

culture and Indigenous identity. A resurgence of Mi’kmaq language here on Mi’kmaq 

territory and within our Mi’kmaq communities is needed for First Nations learners and 
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educators in mainstream education, immersion schools, language nests, and even more 

so with the access to language online, using technology. Within the colonial context, 

acts of remembrance by our Elders and speakers are resurgence. Resurgence is required 

if Mi’kmaq people today are going to maintain, recover, and regenerate languages. The 

acts of rehabilitation and acts of renewal and remembrance, along with vision, intent, 

commitment, community, and ultimately action through relationship building with the 

land are the foundations to language resurgence. In this thesis, I share stories and 

conversations with three Elders, two seven generational youth, and three Mi’kmaq 

immersion educators from across Mi’kmaq territory. Language resurgence in the face of 

settler colonialism is depicted through a desire-based lens in three separate articles 

drawing on the rich narratives of our Mi’kmaq people, in an attempt to respect our 

Indigenous oral traditions.  

 

In this thesis, I am responsible for any misspelled words in Mi’kmaq, they are my 

mistakes.  
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Dedication   
 
I am a Mi’kmaq woman of the seventh generation who is an educator, activist, feminist, 

coach, athlete, and Indigenous researcher. I am aspiring to maintain, recover, and 

reclaim my own Mi’kmaq language.  

 

I dedicate my thesis to the decade I spent writing and educating myself in the dominant 

English language to satisfy Western discourses in mainstream education. I have felt guilt 

for leaving my family and First Nation community, Sipekne’ktik, to attend private 

school in Oakville Ontario, Appleby College, 2003-2005. At Appleby College, I was 

their first Aboriginal student to attend this international private school. 

 

I furthered my educational endeavors when I attended post-secondary studies. In 

university, it remained crucial that I respected the living entities embedded in our 

creation stories, Mi’kmaq knowledges, culture, and language. I attended Dalhousie 

University, 2005-2011, St. Francis Xavier University 2012-2014, and University of New 

Brunswick 2014-2016. I completed a Bachelor of Arts in Political Science, Bachelor of 

Education and am now completing a Masters of Education. 

 

Throughout these educational experiences, I have felt tokenism, assimilation, and 

continue to witness little to no access to my own Mi’kmaq educational courses on 

culture and language. This dedication is special, as I dedicate myself to Indigenizing the 

academy at both the secondary and post-secondary level within Mi’kmaw territory while 

I pursue educating and coaching.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 
 
Background and Significance  
 

I am a Mi’kmaq1 woman of the seventh generation who is an educator, activist, 

feminist, coach, and Indigenous researcher. I am aspiring to maintain, recover, and 

reclaim my own Mi’kmaq Language as a linguist. As a Mi’kmaq woman, I have often 

found myself writing in the dominant English language to satisfy Western discourses in 

education. I have felt guilt for leaving my First Nation community to pursue education. 

However, it remains crucial that I respect the living entities embedded in our creation 

stories, Indigenous knowledge systems, culture and languages.  

In discussing the importance of the original laws passed down from one 

generation to the next, our ancestors demonstrated the sacred responsibility of 

Indigenous people to be the caretakers of all that is on Mother Earth and, therefore, each 

generation is responsible to ensure the survival of the next seven generations. We 

believe that we are currently in the eighth generation, making me as an academic 

advisor, part of the seventh generation, a generation that was foretold to restore the 

balance between spirits, elements of the earth, and newcomers. The seventh generation 

are to keep in mind the plants, animals, mineral gifts when considering our survival and 

ourselves.  

Aspiring to find my voice in research has been a difficult journey for me. I have 

experienced segregation, tokenism, praise, and at the same time, my learning spirit 

continues to flourish. I am inspired by resurgence as a possibility and a responsibility to 
""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
1 There are many terms that identify First Nation peoples of Canada today in academia and 
government legislation. In this paper, I use the terms Mi’kmaq, Indigenous, Aboriginal, First 
Nations, Native and Indian interchangeably in relation to context.  
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nourish my Mi’kmaq language. I am only now realizing what Mi’kmaq language 

recovery in the face of settler colonialism means to me. It has been ten years since I left 

my First Nation community to pursue private school and post-secondary education, ten 

years, a decade, from when I should have reclaimed my fluency in Mi’kmaq language. I 

feel the Western education I have experienced has at times acted as an interference and 

assimilator of me, challenging my ability to maintain my Mi’kmaq language and culture.  

I want to introduce myself as a traditionalist. My spirit name is Sunlight Dancing 

on Water; in Mi’kmaq, it is Nakusit Almulkut Sumquniktuk. My spirit colors are red, 

orange, yellow, and blue. My spirit walkers are an elder and a child. I belong to the turtle 

clan. Through my understanding and practice of our traditional Indigenous knowledges, 

customs, epistemologies, and ontologies, I am nourishing my learning spirits. My spirit 

loves to dance. As a fancy shawl dancer, traditional dancer, and kojua dancer, I feed my 

spirit through dancing. As Indigenous peoples, we dance for love, we dance for prayers, 

we dance for healing, we dance for reflection, we dance for the future, and we dance to 

survive. 

 Indigenous people have a philosophical understanding of our responsibilities to 

mother earth, Turtle Island. We interact with our two legged spirits, the four-legged 

spirits, sky spirits, land spirits and water spirits. Through interaction and respect taught 

in the seven sacred grandfather teachings: love, honesty, humility, courage, wisdom, 

respect and truth, the impact of our footsteps must prepare us for the next seven 

generations.  

Mother Earth, or Turtle Island, is the focus of the land as pedagogy and 

pedagogy as land. The land is our teacher, it is our nurturer, it is the content we need to 

embrace, and it is our way of learning and knowing. During the winter months, 
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Grandmother Moon claims our weak spirits, while Grandmother Sun nurtures our spirits 

daily. Mother Earth is sacred and Indigenous peoples are the inherent protectors. Yet we 

have been forced to sacrifice generations of disenfranchisement, assimilation, 

colonialism, stolen lands, residential schools, centralized to pockets of lands that where 

not economically viable.  This has been our life since the British Empire began 

colonizing and attempting to assimilate Indigenous peoples starting in the 1700s.  

Link to First Nations Innovation Research  
 
 The journey of language resurgence began for me at a young age. Government 

language dismissal and language elimination programs causing language genocide 

fueled my passion. This is when I knew I had to strive to be a language protector. With 

excitement about discovering the importance of language survival, I am also anticipating 

the upcoming generations to be inspired by cultural passion.  

 Currently I am working as a UNB graduate candidate researcher with an ongoing 

project, First Nations Innovation (FNI) initiative. The FNI project recently launched a 

new five-year (2013-2018) program of research and outreach with three First Nations 

partner organizations. The FNI research work with UNB has accumulated over 50 

conference papers, journals, articles, reports, and other documents available online. The 

FNI work highlights Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) in many 

innovative ways to support, e-health, e-learning, e-business, e-administration, and many 

other applications and language services. Additional information is accessible on the 

web site at http://fn-innovation-pn.com.  
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Research Focus and Questions 
 

In the past thirty years, the concept of the seventh generation has begun to play a 

more important role in Mi’kmaw language resurgence, with a decrease in fluent 

speakers, writers, and linguists, Elders passing away with our oral history, and the 

interference of Western education discourses. A revolution of Mi’kmaw language 

resurgence is vital for the eighth generation. Language recovery in the face of linguicide 

(Perley, 2011) and the nurturing of Mi’kmaq language are important to influence 

educational curriculum pedagogies.  Language revitalization and preservation inform 

and animate knowledge systems (Battiste, 2013). As well, they embed culturally 

sustaining pedagogy (Paris, 2014) within inclusive curriculum-initiating Mi’kmaq 

immersion programs and land-based education in schools. The Western educational 

system has failed Indigenous learners by excluding Indigenous languages, perpetuating 

the actions of dominant pedagogies (Battiste, 2013; Kincheloe, 2008), and interpreting 

and radically reformulating education through European imperialism (Smith, 2012, p. 

20). Currently, in the 21st century, our Elders are primarily the fluent Mi’kmaw speakers 

in our communities, and only a small number of those categorized as the seventh 

generation remain fluent (Julian, 2014).  These speakers have inspired many movements 

toward defying Wolastoqey and Mi’kmaw language death (Perley, 2011; Julian, 2014) 

and they regularly confront linguist genocide (Corntassel, 2012; Perley, 2011; Julian, 

2014). I hope to join this defiance of language death through the actions taken in this 

research. 

If we, as Indigenous peoples, do not maintain, recover, and reclaim our 

Indigenous paradigms without continued influences of colonial discourse or dominant 
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theories, will we lose our Mi’kmaw language? If we lose our language, will we lose our 

Mi’kmaq identity and culture? (Perley, 2011; Battiste, 2013; Grande, 2004; O’Donnell, 

2010; Corntassel, 2012). Mi’kmaw language and culture are living entities (Wilson, 

2008; Perley, 2011) and it is vital to practice Indigenous ontologies and epistemologies 

with our ancestors and our communities (Wilson, 2008).   

To respect the living entities embedded in Indigenous knowledges, I believe 

selecting a Western theoretical framework to critique settler-colonialism and language 

resurgence is surrendering to colonial hegemony. I intend to use Indigenous theory to 

conduct Indigenous ceremonial research in examining the extent Mi’kmaq people in 

Mi’kmaq territory, the Atlantic provinces of Eastern Canada, can preserve our language 

through resurgence. In this thesis, I will examine the themes of ceremony as research, 

language resurgence, language of the land and land as pedagogy, current educational 

discourses, and technology and language.   

The proposed research questions will explore language resurgence and work 

being done by First Nations on Turtle Island, community members and teachers who are 

linguists, educators, and activists for cultural and language preservation.  My two core 

research questions are:  

1.! What are the existing actions within Indigenous communities contributing 

towards Indigenous (Mi’kmaq) language resurgence?  

2.! What are additional resources required to support Mi’kmaq language resurgence 

in developing sustainable tools for the future generations and existing inter-

generations?  
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CHAPTER TWO 
Reviewing the Literature 

 
Storytelling and Ceremony as Research 
 

Our Creation stories and oral storytelling are keeping our oral traditions, 

Indigenous knowledges, cultures, and languages alive (Sable & Francis, 2012; Simpson, 

2011). Simpson asserts that our Creation stories are our theoretical frameworks, giving 

us our ontological context. Simpson says, 

Our Elders tell us that everything we need to know is encoded in the structure, 
content and context of these stories and the relationships, ethics, and 
responsibilities required to be our own Creation Story. (p. 33) 
 

Elders are the knowledge keepers of our Indigenous paradigms, ontology, epistemology, 

methodology, and axiology. As Indigenous scholars, we must remember our spiritual 

connection to our Elders and to the land. Living with our Elders on the land and listening 

to them is the most effective way of retaining, maintaining, sustaining and educating 

Indigenous (Mi’kmaw) languages in the 21st century.   

Western research continues to strip Indigenous peoples of their own ways of 

knowing as they are influenced by Western discourses. Greek academic terminology 

such as epistemology, ontology, axiology, and ideology arise from Western and Greek 

philosophies and are simply not the same as Indigenous terminology.  Research based 

solely on Western philosophies may lose the authenticity of Indigenous voices by 

silencing, assimilating, and the damage-based analysis of data, and will continue to 

influence educational and government policies. This loss includes the authenticity of 

Mi’kmaq legends, creation stories, songs, dances, elder’s oral historical remembrance 

and Mi’kmaq language transcribed in the dominant English language for Canadian 

archives.  
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Understanding the pedagogical and ontological importance of our creation stories 

and storytelling links us to our Indigenous culture and is vital to the resurgence of our 

languages. According to Whitinui (2014) our:  

Traditional knowledge systems have been at the core of our existence as 
Indigenous peoples since time immemorial. As an oral/aural-based society, our 
ancestors frequently engaged in opportunities to not only to test their knowledge 
at different times and in different situations but also to recall knowledge through 
the art of storytelling. (p.456)  
 

The Indigenous scholars of the seventh generation are beginning to hold on to their 

Indigenous ways of thinking and knowing. The theories of revolution focus on 

resurgence of an authentic Indigenous existence and the recapturing of physical, 

political, and psychic spaces of freedom and balance for our people (Alfred, 2008; 

Simpson, 2008). Our Indigenous ways of thinking and knowing have reflected our 

Indigenous prophecies and foretold predictions of our history since the beginning of 

Creation.  

 There are Indigenous prophecies foretold from nation to nation, tribal clans, and 

ancestors. I have listened to many stories during my travels as female co-chair for the 

Assembly of First Nations National Youth Council. This position gave me four years of 

traveling around coast to coast, listening to our leaders, hearing both damage-based 

research and desire-based research (Tuck, 2009). One of my most memorable moments 

include having tea with the Elders’ Council, listening to their stories, and being patient 

long enough to ask a question.  

Our Indigenous prophecies foretold a time where the seventh generation will 

return to their Indigenous ways to reconnect, recover, restructure, recapture, reclaim, 

revitalize, rehabilitate, and remove colonial imperialism. It is the seventh generation’s 

responsibility to revive our Indigenous epistemologies, ontologies, axiology, 
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pedagogies, philosophies, traditions, and our ways of thinking and knowing. The seventh 

generation will nurture future generations to rebuild our nation, and they hold a 

responsibility to Indigenize (decolonize) the settler-allies.  

 Ultimately, the truth of storytelling is the ability to talk about the journey of 

being Indigenous. It is reconnecting cultural knowledges with our past, present and 

hopes for the future. According to Simpson (2011),  

Storytelling is at its core decolonizing, because it is a process of remembering, 
visioning and creating a just reality where [Indigenous people] live as people. 
Storytelling then becomes a lens through which we can envision our way out of 
cognitive imperialism, where we can create models and mirrors where none 
existed, and where we can experience the spaces of freedom and justice. 
Storytelling becomes a space where we can escape the gaze- and the case of the 
Empire. (pp. 33-34) 
 

This reinforces the importance of our Creation Stories because they provide the 

ontological and epistemological frameworks of the Indigenous culturally inherent ways 

of knowing. It is critical that these stories are interpreted in culturally appropriate ways, 

rather than through the obfuscated lens of imperial thought (Simpson, 2011; Whitinui, 

2014; Wilson, 2008).  

 Indigenous oral storytelling becomes “a vehicle for the creation of free cognitive 

spaces because the physical act of gathering a group of people together within our 

territories reinforces the web of relationships that stitch our communities together” 

(Simpson, 2011, p.34). The process of stitching communities together is the opportunity 

to open up and reconnect the generations within our communities. In addition to oral 

storytelling, as an Indigenous academic, I have learned to respect Indigenous protocols, 

and to listen carefully to Elders. One thing to note is that researching and documenting 

important stories, and even asking permission to do so, can be disrespectful. Knowing 

this protocol is something we learn through handed down oral traditions.  
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Storytelling is a relational process that is accompanied by particular protocols 

consistent with tribal knowledge identified as guiding the research (Thompson 2008; 

Kovach, 2009). Storytelling becomes an Indigenous method and “has a holistic nature 

that provides a means for sharing remembrances that evoke the spiritual, emotional, 

physical, and mental [relationships]” (Thomas, 2008, p.240).  

 

Pedagogy as Land and the Land as Pedagogy 

 
The importance of nurturing mother earth, Turtle Island, our homelands in North 

America, is to ensure the survival of our language and culture. The survival of our 

Mi’kmaq language is scripted in the movement and flow of Mother Earth. The 

movement and flow of mother earth captures what it means to be Indigenous. Land 

teaches, land provides and land demands respect. The colonial mentality has alienated 

and disconnected Indigenous people from the land, creating confusion and despair in the 

21st century.  

 In the face of settler-colonialism, Western educational discourses are in direct 

conflict as they work to eliminate Indigenous life and Indigenous claims to land. Land-

based education is a best practice for supporting resurgence, and sustaining Indigenous 

life and knowledge (Wildcat et al, 2014). The purpose of Indigenous land-based 

pedagogy “fosters individual and collective empowerment for students by re-embedding 

them in the land-connected social, [spiritual and physical] relationships [to land-

connection] that settler-colonialism, through education and otherwise, sought to destroy” 

(Wildcat et al, 2014, p.III).  
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 Indigenous lands of Turtle Island are occupied by the Canadian state. Indigenous 

peoples, as the protectors of mother earth, have been in the longest running resistance 

movement in Canadian history for the repatriation of Indigenous lands. Prior to 

colonization, Indigenous peoples lived in independent, sovereign nations, and held 

strong spiritual foundations rooted in the land (Simpson, 2008).  

 Having a relationship to the land, to the spirits, and with each other, defines being 

Indigenous (Wilson, 2008; Corntassel, 2012). Our environment and homelands hold our 

Indigenous knowledges, as the pedagogy of place/land (Wilson, 2008). The relationships 

to the land have been challenged by legacies of settler-colonialism, making us question 

what makes us Indigenous today. Thus, the rehabilitation and acts of renewal and 

remembrance, through relationship building with the land, are the foundations to 

language resurgence (Corntassel, 2012; Alfred & Corntassel, 2005).  

  Pedagogy as land, and land as pedagogy, requires multiple generations to grow 

up intimately and spiritually connected to our homelands and through immersion in 

Indigenous languages. Many academics are now advocating for the reclamation and 

repatriation of land as pedagogy (Wilson, 2008; Corntassel, 2012). The land holds 

Indigenous intelligence, life skills, embedded knowledges and values to rebuild, 

revitalize, and restore our lands.  

 In promoting land-based education, Indigenous people are using Indigenous theory 

beginning with mother earth or Turtle Island as the holder of Indigenous philosophies, 

pedagogies, epistemologies, ontologies, and ideologies. Simpson (2014) shares her 

stories as a way to form the theoretical basis of our Indigenous intelligence by stating: 

Theory is generated and regenerated continually through embodied practice within 
each family, community and generation of people… Theory within [land] context 
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is generated from the ground up and its power stems from its living resonance 
within individuals and collectives (Simpson, 2014, p.7).  
 

The traditional practices encoded in land pedagogy are through intergenerational sharing 

and teaching between family and community. Indigenous peoples across North America 

continue to practice rich traditional ceremonies on the land, their nourishment exists 

between human and animal relationships, and their education is scripted in the roots of 

the land.  

 Elders who choose to live in the bush hold an abundance of knowledge of the land, 

they are our intellectuals, philosophers, theorists, medicine people, and historians. 

Building relationships between youth and Elders helps foster a generation of people 

attached to the land. This essentially is place/land-based education, a generation who are 

committed to Indigenous culturally inherent ways of knowing. Simpson (2014) and 

Alfred (1999; 2005) make it clear that if we risk losing what it means to be Indigenous 

[Mi’kmaq] within our own thought systems and within the use of our lands, we simply 

cannot bring about resurgence of our nations.  

 In the 21st century, all Canadian soil remains Indigenous lands, including the 

cities. The dissections of Indigenous territories and reserve/urban/rural dichotomies are 

occurring in all geographies. Contemporary Indigenous peoples live in both reserve and 

urban settings, it is important for educators to find ways to connect to land pedagogy and 

to nurture generations of people who can think and survive with and on the land. 

Learning from the land presents some of the best practices for language resurgence in 

the face of settler-colonialism.  
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Language Resurgence: Maintaining, Recovering, and Reclaiming  
 

Language resurgence is our responsibility as the seventh generation, in the face of 

continued colonialism (Simpson, 2011). Resurgence includes an embedding of 

instruction within the Indigenous knowledges that drive Indigenous people to maintain, 

recover, and reclaim culture and language. Resurgence is, in essence, the engine behind 

Indigenous paradigms, epistemologies, ontologies, and pedagogy stuck within a vehicle 

made by Western discourses. 

The tools of colonization and Western discourses are empowering Indigenous 

peoples to shift back to their traditional knowledge systems (Battiste, 2013; Grande, 

2004; Wilson, 2008). To conquer the tools of colonization embedded in Western 

ideological state apparatuses (ISA), we, as Indigenous academics, need to listen to our 

Indigenous Elders, our own people, and recognize our relationships within our 

communities.  

Tools of colonization in ISAs, including mass media, hospitals, churches, and 

education (Brookfield, 2005), have assimilated and suppressed Indigenous languages, 

cultures, communities, and homelands. As a result of these embedded Western 

discourses in ISAs, Indigenous academics now turn to resurgence, responsibility, 

renewal, and relationships to restore, revitalize, and reconcile the damage-centered 

research (Tuck, 2009; Corntessel, 2012).  

Damage-centered research is research that has been academically documented 

through a lens of colonial and cognitive imperialism. These imperial lenses continue to 

be the blueprint for vehicles that drive political, cultural, and language genocide in ISAs 

policy, practice, and theory (Tuck, 2009; Battiste, 2013; Simpson, 2011).  As a result, 
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the drive for language resurgence is vital in the survival of Indigenous culture and 

language. Perley (2011) shares staggering statistics that frame language death in Canada:  

That of the 53 distinct Native languages in Canada, only three (3) have a chance of 
surviving the next ten years, eight (8) are facing extinction, twenty-nine (29) are 
deteriorating very rapidly, and thirteen (13) are moderately endangered. (p. 39) 
 

The reality of damage-centered research fuels tools of colonization and imperialism in 

the face of culture and language genocide. This is why Indigenous academics are using 

cultural and language resurgence as the engine to drive desired-based research (Tuck, 

2009).  

Smith (1999) fuels the engine of desired-based research by providing and 

validating Indigenous insights:  

It is not simply about giving an oral account or a genealogical naming of the land 
and the events which raged over it, but a very powerful need to give testimony to 
and restore a spirit, to bring back into existence a world fragmented and dying. 
The sense of history conveyed by these approaches is not the same thing as the 
discipline of history, and so our accounts collide, crash into each other. (Smith, 
1999, p.28)  
 

It is through my spiritual connection to the land that I am able to respect and understand 

the survival of our languages. Indigenous people are taught traditionally how to nurture 

our spirits and how to interact with the two legged, four legged, water spirits, land 

spirits, and sky spirits that exist together on mother earth. These Indigenous knowledges 

are coded into the pedagogical and ontological scriptures of the land. This is why 

language resurgence in the face of settler-colonialism is vital for the protection of 

mother earth. 

Through resistance and resurgence, Indigenous students are responding to the 

dominant hegemony by contesting colonizing pedagogy and demanding Indigenous 

education. Indigenous education is unique in the landscape and can be taught through 
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land-based education. Indigenous languages have a unique relationship with the 

landscape, our way of knowing and worldview. For Indigenous peoples, “this way of 

thinking preceded that arrival of the Europeans and survived – communicated from one 

generation to another through the legends, songs, dances, and oral histories in the 

language” (Sable, 2012, p. 18). 

Indigenous land-based education is part of our Indigenous healing and survival, 

allowing generations to connect and form bonds and promoting healthier communities. 

Land-based education has Indigenous “protocols that demonstrate respect and 

reciprocity, such as putting down tobacco, making offerings, ceremonies, or particular 

ways of harvesting or treating unused animal parts” (Wildcat et al, 2014, p. X). 

Protocols are forms of education that allow us to teach Indigenous pedagogies, 

epistemologies, philosophies and ontologies.   

 
Language Genocide/Linguicide 
 

Even after thirty-eight years of the study of the Mi’kmaw language, I still feel 
enthusiastic enough to assist where I can with Mi’kmaw language retention and 
promotion in any community from Newfoundland to Quebec, to the state of 
Maine, and throughout the Maritimes. I still feel there is so much to discover. 
(Sable and Francis, 2012, p.100) 
 
European imperialism includes a chronology of harsh events directed at 

Indigenous peoples related to discovery, conquest, exploitation, distribution, and 

appropriation (Smith, 2012). The assaults and attacks on Indigenous language loss are 

intrastate violence, mass atrocity, and historical injustice (Coulthard, 2014; Simpson, 

2011) depicted as language genocide.  
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For more than a century, these assaults have been part of a forced assimilation 

plan (Battiste, 2013), language genocide, and are enshrined in our current patriarchal 

system and contemporary education. Battiste (2013) alludes to this assimilation plan: 

Imagine the consequence of a powerful ideology that positions one group as 
superior and gives away First Nation’s peoples’ lands and resources and invites 
churches and other administrative agents to inhabit their homeland, while 
negating their very existence and finally removing them from the Canadian 
landscape to lands no one wants. Imagine how uncertain a person is whose 
success is only achieved by a complete makeover of themselves, by their need to 
learn English and the polished rules and habits that go with that identity. They 
are thrust into a society that does not want them to show too much success or too 
much Indian identity, losing their connections to the land, [language], family, 
and community. (Battiste, 2013, p.23)  
 

As a result of forced assimilation, language genocide and Eurocentric education policies, 

Indigenous peoples across Canada are witnessing a global loss in Indigenous languages, 

ways of knowing, and worldviews. Thus, the attacks and assaults by Europeans has 

systematically suppressed Aboriginal identity, languages and cultures during a time of 

resurgence and revitalization.  

Thinking critically about the history of Indigenous language genocide and 

decolonizing Western education, one must think about the validity of resurgence in 

highlighting language as the root of cultural identity. It is important for language 

revitalization and survival to create healthy communities with more fluent Mi’kmaw 

speakers. The resurgence of Mi’kmaq language is about the survival of Mi’kmaw culture 

and identity, and it is about what Mi’kmaq language offers outside of communication 

and literacy.  

I continue to aspire to recover, reclaim and maintain my own Mi’kmaq language.  

Language recovery/resurgence in the face of settler-colonialism and nurturing Mi’kmaq 

language becomes important in influencing Indigenous educational pedagogies.  
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Cultural revitalization and preservation informs and animates knowledge systems 

(Battiste, 2013) and embeds culturally sustaining pedagogy (Paris & Alim, 2014) within 

inclusive curriculum outcomes. Educational systems in the Western world often fail to 

teach second and third languages and, in turn, impose dominant pedagogies (Battiste, 

2013; Kincheloe, 2008).  

Anders-Baer et al (2008) discuss linguistic genocide as a result of dominant 

language conducted in educational institutions. Anders-Baer and colleagues continue:  

This dominant language medium of education prevents access to education 
because of the linguistic, pedagogical and psychological barriers it creates. 
Without binding educational linguistic rights, especially a right to mainly mother 
tongue-medium (MTM) education in schools, with good teaching of a dominant 
language as a second language, given by competent bilingual teachers, most 
indigenous peoples and minorities have to accept subtractive education where 
they learn a dominant language at the cost of the mother tongue which is 
displaced, and later often replaced by the dominant language. (pp. 3-4) 
 

This assimilation continues in Canada. The overall effect of linguistic genocide 

continues the destruction on the survival of Indigenous culture, social, economic, 

spiritual, and political systems. Bear Nicholas (2008) argues, “linguistic genocide must 

be understood as central to the process of cultural genocide” (p.6).  

Perley uses the term ‘linguicide’ (2011, p.78) to express language endangerment 

and Indigenous language loss. Linguicide implicates colonialist programs such as 

assimilation, boarding schools and neo-colonialist agendas as the primary causes of the 

Indigenous language death. These colonialist programs act as ideological state apparatus 

(ISAs) (Brookfield, 2005) with hidden dominant ideologies that are hegemonic, 

manipulative and oppressive for Indigenous paradigms, Mi’kmaq pedagogies, and 

language resurgence. The idea of an ISAs is problematic for Indigenous peoples because 

through these ISAs emotions arise from the thousands of ways Indigenous languages, 
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knowledges, and cultures have been silenced or misrepresented, ridiculed or condemned 

in academic and popular discourses (Smith, 2012, p. 21). Because of this, “the 

discourses of language genocide remain a crucial dimension of understanding the 

unfolding impact colonialism has on Indigenous peoples” (Hermes, 2012, p.398).  

It is important to note that Canada has omitted any reference to these definitions 

of language genocide from its apology of 2008 for residential schools, and it is that 

omission which makes this so-called apology decidedly not an apology (Bear Nicholas, 

2008, p. 15). Canada has never been charged for its serious mental and physical harm 

inflicted on Indigenous peoples through its assimilationist educational practices. Under 

the Genocide Convention Articles, Bear Nicholas (2008) points out that under article 

2(b) “causing serious bodily or mental harm to a group” and 2(c) “deliberately inflicting 

on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole 

or in part” (Bear Nicholas, 2008, p. 15) the nature of genocide is apparent.  

Elders are the fluent Mi’kmaw speakers in our communities today, and a small 

number of the seventh generations are fluent (Julian, 2014).  These have inspired many 

moves toward defying Maliseet and Mi’kmaq language death (Perley, 2011; Julian, 

2014) and confronting linguist genocide (Corntassel, 2012; Perley, 2011; Bear Nicholas, 

2008; Julian, 2014) and influence our optimism in the fight against linguicide. 

 
Information and Communication Technology and Language Resurgence  
 

Using technology to maintain, recover, and reclaim language, culture, and 

identity is in the best interest of the younger Mi’kmaq generations. It is more common 

today to see students carrying iPads and smart phones than books. With the enormous 

need for language material, technology offers a nest to store digital resources as well as 
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using technology to create language apps. It is important for seventh and eighth-

generational youth to connect with their Elders and to assist them in transmitting their 

linguistic knowledge into digital resources. The process of remembering and 

maintaining our language and oral stories are to sustain us and ensure our communities 

have cultural preservation. My Grandmother states, “if we don’t use our culture, we lose 

half of our language, all the words that we use are connected to the land and our cultural 

practices and traditions” (Julian, 2014). Our commitment to transmit languages into 

digital resources will ensure that future generations will have access to our language, 

culture, and identity. This is important for students moving away from home to seek 

higher education, community members leaving their reservations for employment, and 

for off-reserve community members.  

For the Mi’kmaw communities that do not have any fluent Mi’kmaq speakers, 

they can use comprehensive interactive talking dictionaries as a tool for revitalizing the 

language (Nathan, 2007; O’Donnell et al, 2010). Dictionaries can be found on 

documentation devices and, therefore, can be used for Mi’kmaw language resurgence.  

They “are being reconceived and explored for pedagogical potential through the use of 

multimedia technology” (DeKorne, 2009, p. 141). This is but one example of the 

potential power of information and communication technology (ICT) as one tool to 

maintain, recover, and reclaim our Mi’kmaw language and Indigenous paradigms. This 

is important because language carries culture (Smith, 2012; Wilson, 2008; Grande, 

2004). ICT is a solution to confronting linguistic genocide. Visioning language 

resurgence and dreaming of a better future based on our own Indigenous worldviews, 

traditions, paradigms, and methodologies are all equally important for cultural survival, 

educational achievement, and building healthier communities.  
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Healthy communities, as depicted in O’Donnell et al (2010), are when “every 

child grows up knowing how to speak his or her own language. Where everyone has a 

strong sense of belonging – to the land, to a particular family and community – and is 

guided by a deep sense of knowing who he or she is.  ICT can support everyone’s 

learning to be based on, and flow from, the foundation of culture, heritage, and 

language” (p.24). Having a foundation of culture, heritage, and language on the internet 

and on television are immediate social possibilities that promote the revitalization and 

resurgence of the Mi’kmaw language (Perley, 2011). Grandmother (Julian, 2014), and 

Bear Nicholas (2008) argue that ICT strategies are virtual disembodiments of the 

Wolastoqey and Mi’kmaw languages. One possible solution would entail having our 

Wolastoqey and Mi’kmaw storytellers and linguistics educating within our Wolastoqey 

and Mi’kmaw homes. According to Perley, “despite the fact that [languages] are 

displaced and disembodied, their ontological status as virtual alternatives gives members 

of the Tobique First Nation an opportunity to hear the [language] in Maliseet 

[Wolastoqey] in their own homes” (2011, p. 192).   

In Information and Communication Technologies to support health and wellness 

in remote and rural First Nation communities, O’Donnell et al (2010) makes important 

claims to how ICT can support and conflict language, cultural, and traditional 

knowledge. One conflict associated with ICT and First Nations languages is that the 

internet target audience is that of the dominant Western population and 

“English is the overwhelmingly prevalent language used on the internet and 
while many endangered Indigenous languages are virtually non-existent on the 
internet. As a result, the internet and associated technologies may fuel the 
disappearance of Indigenous languages even as communities strive to preserve 
them” (2010, p. 59).   
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On the other hand,  

 
“ICT supports language preservation as well as cultural growth through digital 
recording hardware and software and online learning tools. Providing community 
members with access to localized online resources catered to community-specific 
needs… to maintain ownership and control over their knowledge, language and 
culture” (O’Donnell et.al, 2010, p.59).  
 
ICT strategies to support First Nations languages include online dictionaries, 

lessons, syllabic computer keyboards for non-English speaking Elders, podcasts on 

iTunes, musical development, and numerous other ICT applications. The report 

promotes Aboriginal self-determination and argues that the “internet can be used for 

anti-colonial education, and in the hands of First Nations people can be empowering”  

(O’Donnell et al, 2010, p. 67).  

 
Educational Discourses: Western Critical Theorists and Tools of Colonization 
 

How can we tell the truth about ourselves, given how thoroughly we are 
acculturated into the preexisting, modern Western system of knowledge and 
power? Is it possible to raise a fresh voice in education, given how deeply each 
of us who are already acculturated by modern societies and their educational 
institutions? (Jardine, 2010, p. 21) 

 
Western critical theorists that influence critical education are continuing the legacy 

of forced assimilation for Indigenous peoples. Many current educational discourses 

oppress and marginalize Indigenous knowledge systems. These discourses are embedded 

in the social relations associated with curricula and theory. ISAs are hegemonic in nature 

and have become the corporate sector for mass-producing colonialism, 

poststructuralism, multiculturalism, neoliberalism, and decolonized discourses. Today, 

contemporary education is being pressured to make Indigenous education and literature 

available. Enabling Indigenous and non-Indigenous students access to Indigenous ways 

of knowing provides Indigenous historical context and background in curricula.  
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With evolving political ideologies influencing the educational system, imposed 

curriculum, language deductions, and underfunded First Nations schools, Western 

discourses and tools of colonialism will continue to influence Canadians. The 21st 

century is a time for Indigenous people, nations, tribes, clans, the rainbow generation 

and settler-allies to demand and construct Indigenous education. The current educational 

system fails Indigenous youth every day. Systematic racism exists between teachers, 

staff, administration, and other non-Indigenous students.  

As a Mi’kmaq studies teacher, I experienced systemic racism through the reactions 

of my students when I asked non-Indigenous students to become more engaged and 

interactive in discussing and protecting Aboriginals’ right to fish and hunt. Their 

reactions were intrusive, and misconceived notions were being discussed around 

Aboriginals treaty rights. This was an extremely difficult subject to address as a 

Mi’kmaq educator with prior knowledge. Therefore, the struggle for non-Indigenous 

educators can cause avoidance around teaching Indigenous education and treaty rights.  

These Western discourses did not happen over night. Kincheloe and Steinberg 

(2008) address the complexities:  

In the last half of the first decade of the 21st century, in an era of an expanding 
U.S. empire replete with mutating forms of political, economic, military, 
educational, and epistemological colonialism, Indigenous knowledge comes to 
be viewed by the agents of empire as a threat to Euro/Americentrism and/or as 
commodity to be exploited. (p. 135)  
 

Such profound information about issues of Indigenous knowledge in the academy 

strengthens the conviction about the hegemonic and oppressive aspects of Western 

education. Research addresses the effort to expand critical reasoning echoing diversity 

and justice in Indigenous education.  
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 In addressing colonial perspectives and Western discourses in the academy, non 

First Nation theorests Kincheloe and Steinberg (2008) take into account the 

colonial/power dimensions of the political/epistemological relationships between 

Indigenous cosmos and the Western world when talking about Indigeneity and 

Indigenous knowledges (p.136). This makes me feel that I am entering research as a 

colonized “Indian” and that I must add a critical dimension involving Indigenous insight. 

I am attempting to be mindful that when I am addressing educational discourses, I am 

decolonizing the minds of the colonizers and settler-allies with another view and 

providing an appreciation for our Indigenous epistemologies.   

For many Indigenous people, the major urgency for imposing dominant 

ideologies and hegemonic superiority over Indigenous languages, ways of knowing, and 

worldviews, is the provincial education system (Smith, 2012; Battiste, 2013). Indigenous 

education in Canada started out in missionary and religious schools, and by 1867, 

education had evolved into the residential school era for many Indigenous school aged 

children. Over the last 150 years, Western schools influenced by European dominant 

ideologies have continued to marginalize Indigenous languages, epistemologies, and 

historical experience and cultural identity.  

The dominant Western educational systems are grounded in colonial paradigms, 

value structures, epistemologies, and political orientations that represent the relationship 

between power and knowledge. Here is an example of where Indigenous resurgence can 

influence those current Western educational pedagogies and introduce Indigenous 

alternative ways of learning and knowing. A critique of modernist Western knowledges 

and practices create new possibilities that respond to this task of decolonizing education 

and learning to live together on Earth (Jardine, 2010, p.5).   
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In Grande’s Red Pedagogy (2004), she critically analyzes education to reflect 

and recognize the intersection of traditional knowledge systems, therefore saying, “we 

need to look no further than among our own people and in our communities and 

recognize that value of the knowledge and ways of knowing that have been in place long 

before the mainstream concept of education” (p.vii-viii). In the 21st century, Indigenous 

language resurgence can be a tool for invigoration, empowerment, and revitalization of 

culture, identity, and pedagogies in the face of settler colonialism.  

 
Cognitive Imperialism  
 

Before colonization, the colonizers claimed that Indigenous peoples lived 

barbarically, without any systems of government, religions, or rational customs, and was 

not worth sustaining (Tyson, 2006, p.423) in the face of settler colonialism. The 

ideology of “settler-colonialism has functioned, in part, by deploying institutions of 

Western education to undermine Indigenous intellectual development through cultural 

assimilation and the violent separation of Indigenous peoples from our sources of 

knowledge and strength – the land” (Wildcat et al, 2014, p.ii).  

Colonial theorists including Marx, Hobson, and Lenin saw imperialism as an 

integral part in Eurocentrism (Smith, 2012; Tyson, 2006). Eurocentrism occurred when 

European settlers gain economic control that secures and subjugates Indigenous peoples 

and lands (Smith, 2012).  Settler colonialism included the dissolution of native lands and 

societies through the centralization policies of the national government in particular. 

Colonialism became imperialism’s outpost, the fort and the port of imperial 

outreach (Smith, 2012; Grande, 2004) in the rise of hegemonic ideologies, generations 

of exploitation, violence, marginalization, powerlessness and enforced cultural 
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imperialism on Indigenous worldviews. In 1996, the Royal Commission on Aboriginal 

Peoples (RCAP) completed a six-year study and produced a five-volume report. RCAP 

reported on the massive damages to all aspects of Aboriginals’ lives and creates a 

postcolonial agenda for transforming the relationship between Aboriginal peoples and 

Canadians (Battiste, 2013). The Royal Commission’s conclusion and recommendations 

reflect the broad consensus of 150 distinguished Canadian and Aboriginal scholars, and 

the deliberations of fourteen policy teams comprising senior officials and diverse 

specialists in government and politics (RCAP, 1996, pp. 5, 296-305).   

Eurocentric and Western discourses invalidate and thus eradicate Indigenous 

languages. Many Western conceptions of Indigenous knowledges and traditions include 

images of savagery and barbaric life styles. These experiences of cognitive imperialism 

are about “white-washing the mind as a result of forced assimilation, English education, 

Eurocentric humanities and sciences, and living in a Eurocentric context complete with 

media, books, laws, and values” (Battiste, 2013, p. 26). Battiste (2013), Wilson (2008), 

Smith (2012), and Grande (2004) each address the cognitive imperialism existing within 

social movement theory, portraying Indigenous peoples as in need of survival strategies 

and cultural revitalization.  

Simpson (2011) suggests that social movement theory is inadequate in thinking 

about Indigenous life because it is rooted in Western discourses that suggests that there 

is yet to be an Indigenous social movement in Canada. Solidarity, mobilization, 

resistance, and resurgence would drive an Indigenous social movement (and as such, its 

existence is evident).   
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In addition, Western discourses in education are influencing how freely 

Indigenous scholars can express their visions for desired-based research. Simpson 

(2011) asserts,  

Our social movements… are stuck in a cognitive box of imperialism and we need 
to step out of the box, remove our colonial blinders and at least see the potential 
for radically different ways of existence. (p. 148) 
 

To transform relationships between Aboriginal peoples and Canadians, there must be an 

understanding of diversity and cultural inclusion at both the federal and provincial 

levels. There must be the political will to foster change and embrace diversity by 

Western politicians. In efforts to influence Canadian educational curriculum, the 

Assembly of First Nations’ (AFN) moving forward strategies include the 2013 Bill C333 

– First Nations Control on First Nation Education. Additional webinars are held by 

Indigenous nations across Canada, programs and policies with Indigenous rights to 

education include services for First Nations students. Battiste (2013) addresses cultural 

imperialism as an urgency for reform: 

When Indigenous knowledge is omitted or ignored in the schools, and a 
Eurocentric foundation is advanced to the exclusion of other knowledges and 
languages…it is about white-washing the mind as a result of forced assimilation, 
English education, Eurocentric humanities and sciences, and living in a 
Eurocentric context complete with media, books, laws, and values. (p. 26) 
 

This makes it clear that a postcolonial agenda must begin with “confronting the hidden 

standards of racism, colonialism, and cultural and linguistic imperialism in the modern 

[Western] curriculum and see the theoretical incoherence with a modern theory of 

society” (Battiste, 2013, p.29). Cognitive imperialism denies Indigenous peoples their 

language and cultural integrity by maintaining the legitimacy of only one English 

language, one dominant Western culture, and one theoretical frame of reference 

(Battiste, 2005). 
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Summary 
 

As the seventh generational youth of today, it is vital for us to practice 

Indigenous ontologies and epistemologies to maintain, recover, and reclaim our 

connections with our ancestors and our communities (Wilson, 2008). The validity of 

preservation, resurgence, and inclusion of nurturing Mi’kmaw language highlights that 

language is the root of cultural identity; it is important for language survival as it is 

important for residential school survivors and communities to have community members 

who are proud to speak their Mi’kmaw language and who are proud to be Mi’kmaw, 

Wolastqey, First Nations, Metis, Inuit, Aboriginal, Indigenous, and Native (Sable, 

2012). Thus reconciliation must support nurturing language resurgence in regenerating 

our languages, our oral cultures, our traditions of governance and everything else 

residential schools attacked and attempted to obliterate (Simpson, 2011).  
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CHAPTER THREE 
Methodology 

 
Indigenous Methodology 
 
 Before approaching the methodology, I want to recognize the Indigenous 

methodologies that are being discussed in the academy. Indigenous methodologies are 

paradigmatic and are congruent with Indigenous paradigms. This means Indigenous 

methodologies may include linguistic elements such as storytelling and oral traditions in 

exchange for documented history. The scholars who have influenced me as I do this 

work include Linda Tuhiwai Smith, Shawn Wilson, Marie Battiste, Sandy Grande, 

Margaret Kovach, and Eve Tuck. Through my methodological approach, I want to 

embed Indigenous paradigms, epistemologies, and praxis throughout.   

This research will examine the Indigenous auto-ethnographic narrative stories of 

at least five Mi’kmaw Elders and educators across the larger Mi’kmaw communities in 

the Atlantic Provinces of Eastern Canada, including Gaspe Quebec. The five larger 

Mi’kmaw communities selected are Sipekne’katik, Eskasoni, Listuguj, Elsipogtog, and 

Esgenoopetitj. I will also seek out additional speakers in some of the regional smaller 

Mi’kmaq communities of Metapenagiag and Gesgapegiag. I intend to select two seventh 

generation youth to interview who are Mi’kmaq language speakers and who are 

pursuing a post-secondary degree. In total, I will have at least nine interviews. It is 

important for me to consider at least some elements of Indigenous auto-ethnography as a 

method of inquiry. Smith (1999) contends that:  

Engaging in a discussion about research as an Indigenous issue has been about 
finding a voice, or a way of finding a voice, or a way of voicing concerns, fears, 
desires, aspirations, needs and questions as they relate to research. When 
Indigenous peoples become the researchers and not merely the researched, the 
activity of research is transformed. Questions are framed differently, people 
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participate differently, and problems are defined differently, people participate 
on different terms. (Smith, 1999, p.93) 
 
Therefore, as an Indigenous academic, I intend to view this approach as having a 

holistic and culturally distinctive way of understanding language resurgence in the face 

of settler-colonialism. Indigenous research has become a universal inquiry for 

Indigenous and non-indigenous scholars around the world. It is essential to justify 

Indigenizing methodologies and decolonizing methodologies in order for the colonizers 

to have inclusive Indigenous paradigms from which to learn. Indigenous methodologies 

and Indigenous research is not to be appropriated by Western researchers or re-framed as 

another colonialist tool for imperialistic aims to favor Canadian policy.  

According to Smith (2012) “decolonization must offer a language of possibility, 

a way out of colonialism” (p.204). As an Indigenous woman, I hope to tap into our 

Indigenous ways of knowing to understand the demands of the current Western 

academic arena. It is my hope that my work will work to decolonize the minds and 

hearts in that arena in order to begin the necessary inclusion and respect for Indigenous 

peoples across Turtle Island.  

Research Topic and Questions  
 

I propose to use Indigenous theory to conduct Indigenous auto-ethnographic 

narrative inquiries/stories focused on desired based stories for the future seven 

generations to come.  

Two primary questions will guide my research:  

1.! What are the existing actions Indigenous communities are contributing towards 

Indigenous (Mi’kmaq) Language Resurgence?  
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2.! What are the additional resources required to support Mi’kmaq Language 

resurgence in developing sustainable tools for the future generations and existing 

inter-generations? 

Effects of Western Colonialism on Research 
 
 As I take up the position of an Indigenous scholar, I am reminded of Smith’s 

(2012) definition of research. Smith defines the term ‘research’ as “inextricably linked to 

European imperialism and colonialism. The word itself, research, is probably one of the 

dirtiest words in the Indigenous world’s vocabulary” (p.xi).  

 Indigenous academics are often forced to begin from a colonized place, forced to 

begin from that place for two reasons: one is that Indigenous people are colonized, and 

second, the academy reinforces that Indigenous academics are in that place (Kovach, 

2009; Smith, 2012; Sable & Francis, 2012). In other words, “Aboriginal peoples are 

forever explaining themselves to non-Aboriginal people: telling their stories, explaining 

their beliefs and ceremonies, and introducing ideas that, in many cases, have never 

crossed the non-Aboriginal mind” (Sable & Francis, 2012, p. 10). The result of this 

beginning place is that research from a colonial perspective is flawed because it begins 

from a damaged-based analysis (Tuck, 2009) depicting generations of exploitation, 

assimilation, violence, marginalization, powerlessness, and enforced cultural 

imperialism on Aboriginal knowledge systems.  

 As a member of an Indigenous nation, the Mi’kmaw nation, these truths have 

presented ethical issues that impinge on Indigenous knowledges, paradigms, ontology, 

epistemologies, axiology, and pedagogy. Battiste (2009), a Mi’kmaq woman, contributes 

to the guidelines and principles for ensuring the protection of Mi’kmaw knowledge. 

Battiste inspires me when she called me her ‘little spirit sister’. Her advice is to “go 
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make your life a journey with your learning spirit” (Personal Communication from 

Marie Battiste, 2014).  

I first learned about methodological approaches in my first two critical studies 

courses at UNB. That does not mean I understood methodological approaches. I am still 

questioning Western discourses for academic use. Currently Indigenous people around 

the world make up the largest group of participants being researched, and comparisons 

are being made between Indigenous tribes and nations across North America to other 

Indigenous peoples around the world.  

In my research, I intend to use the living entities of Indigenous knowledges while 

respecting the use of Western discourses to meet the needs of a Masters degree. I am 

struggling to find my place in supporting the use of terms like ‘decolonization’ because 

in a way, using ‘decolonization’ is another form of settler appropriation. Indigenous 

people represent the unfinished business of decolonization; I believe a better 

terminology for my approach is ‘indigenizing’. Indigenizing is a desired term that 

provides hope for the future seven generations to come.  Decolonization continues the 

Canadian legacy of colonialism and I believe that decolonization should be a word used 

carefully by Indigenous scholars in the future of research. ‘Decolonization’, like 

‘research’, is also a dirty word.  

Qualitative Research  
 
 My research methodology is a form of qualitative research because I am looking 

at the quality of experiences of Elders and youth as they seek out language resurgence.  I 

am seeking an approach that helps me examine the lived experiences of the participants 

as they describe their own language journey, whether it involves preservation or 

resurgence.  
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The Indigenous qualitative data gathered throughout my research will utilize 

characteristics of ethnography and narrative inquiry as the primary methodological 

foundations. My data will emerge from interviews with Mi’kmaw Elders, educators and 

youth of today. The rationale for selecting participants that are a mix of youth, educators 

and Elders is to create an inter-generational set of insights and understandings about 

language resurgence. Indigenous youth, educators and Elders selected to interview will 

be knowledgeable about Mi’kmaq cultural practices, traditions, ways of knowing, who 

can articulate and speak the Mi’kmaw language.  

My Indigenous auto-ethnographic method will be constructed within realms of 

storytelling and prophecies, thus also drawing on elements of narrative inquiry. The 

research process will need to include an in-depth involvement in the Mi’kmaq culture to 

best describe the current language use and the importance of language recovery in the 

face of resurgence.  This study includes approaching Indigenous epistemological 

assumptions about the nature of the information that is needed to arrive at my credible 

findings and conclusions about language resurgence (McMillan, 2012, p. 273). I 

anticipate that I will come to an understanding of the phenomenon in the gaps between 

inter-generational language speakers.  

 The approach I have selected deals with the interpersonal aspect of living 

languages. Using Indigenous auto-ethnography, with aspects of narrative inquiry, having 

participants describe their personal stories, I hope to be better able to engage in 

reflexivity, where I am a Mi’kmaq person researching the Mi’kmaq language through a 

reflective comparison of the stories of others with my own prior knowledge. I will 

interpret my role as a Mi’kmaq researcher to understand my biases and perspectives 

while respecting the contexts and findings collected through interviews derived from a 
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storytelling conversation-like technique. I recognize that my ways of seeing and 

interpreting lived experiences come from listening to my Elders. I have always been 

hungry to hear more, asking questions, and understanding the Indigenous ways of 

knowing. I continue to consciously and unconsciously reference Indigenous paradigms 

and epistemologies and will do so through out this research. 

Indigenous Auto-Ethnography: What are Oral traditions? 
 

One aspect of the methodological approach used in my research is an Indigenous 

auto-ethnography using Indigenous paradigms (Wilson, 2008; Smith, 2012) based on 

cultural protocols with guidelines, beliefs, respect, and extended interviews. This 

Indigenous-based approach to research respecting Indigenous paradigms includes 

narrative conversations between educators, Elders and youth of today to address certain 

themes, including Indigenous resurgence, research is ceremony, language of the land, 

educational discourse, and using technology to maintain, recover, and reclaim the 

Mi’kmaq language.  

As an Indigenous academic, I will respect the oral and cultural Indigenous 

paradigms used in this approach. In Research is Ceremony, Wilson (2008) depicts how 

the hegemony of the Eurocentric dominant educational system has always critiqued and 

criticized Indigenous academics, having Indigenous academics “justifying their 

Indigenous-based research methodologies through mainstream theoretical arguments… 

[making] it hard not to think that institutional racism is at its roots” (pp.30-31) of 

educational pedagogy.  

The nature of using personal narratives in Indigenous auto-ethnography as an 

Indigenous research method challenges Western misconceptions. It allows me to go to 

the source, our Elders, for our historical, social, and political truths of our past. 
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Indigenous auto-ethnography allows for a combination of creativity, contextualization, 

and reflexivity in exploring Mi’kmaq language resurgence.  

Indigenous auto-ethnography also respects the epistemological perspectives 

equally and Whitinui (2014) defines auto-ethnography as a method that,  

Draws together self (auto), ethno (nation), and graphy (writing). It also asks 
researchers interested in this method to consider their own level of connectedness 
to space, place, time, and culture as a way of (re)claiming, (re)storing, (re)writing, 
and (re)patriating our own lived realities as Indigenous peoples. In many instances, 
merely telling our stories is not sufficient; we must also be prepared to show how 
stories are lived in authentic as well as meaningful ways. (p. 467)  
 

In returning home to our Mi’kmaq communities to use Indigenous auto-ethnography for 

my own understanding of my own language survival and resurgence, I want to prepare 

myself to listen to the lived experiences of educators, youth and Elders through their 

narratives.  

 In navigating through material on Indigenous auto-ethnography, Ellis (2004) 

offers the following description of auto-ethnography: 

Auto-ethnography refers to writing about the personal and its relationships to 
culture. It is an autobiographical genre of writing and research that displays 
multiple layers of consciousness…. the Back and forth of the  auto-
ethnographer’s gaze: First they look through an ethnographic wide angle lens, 
focusing outward on social and cultural aspects of their personal experience; 
then, they look inward, exposing a vulnerable self that is moved by and may 
move through, refract, and resists cultural interpretations. As they zoom 
backward and forward, inward and outward, distinctions between the personal 
and cultural become blurred, sometimes beyond distinction. (pp. 37-38)  
 

This quotation clarifies my perceived notions of interacting with my Elders. I have been 

raised to respect Elders by listening with both ears before speaking, to immerse myself 

into the culture embedded in oral history to make sense of the multiple layers of 

colonialism, and to be patient with their words. I find myself misguided by the 

influences of academic literature regarding the right ways to apply an auto-ethnography 
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gaze, that I must zoom in and zoom out on the meanings and descriptions of our oral 

history.  

What is Narrative Inquiry? 

 Narrative inquiry is a methodology in education and social sciences that views 

human experiences through personal storytelling. Storytelling is a common methodology 

used between Indigenous peoples. Gathering stories of Elders for gathering Indigenous 

knowledges helps me in narrating language resurgence in a story format. Choosing to 

use an indigenous version of narrative inquiry can eliminate the use of Western theories 

for the importance of Mi’kmaq language resurgence.  

 In narrative research, the inquirer/researcher describes the lives of individuals, 

collects and tells stories about people’s lives and writes narratives of individual 

experiences (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990). Connelly and Clandinin (1990) were the first 

researchers to use the term narrative inquiry that focused on personal storytelling in 

teacher education. As an Indigenous educator, I will construct stories of the past and 

present experiences of using our Mi’kmaq language to construct a future for language 

resurgence.  

 Telling stories or narratives about what language resurgence means to our Elders 

and youth today is an Indigenous method for sharing and teaching. According to Sable 

and Francis (2012) “storytelling as it is done in Mi’kmaw’ki, has caused difficulties for 

Mi’kmaq-speaking (and thinking) students in writing English essays because they do not 

follow Western logic for sequencing time” (Sable and Francis, 2012, p.37) and do not 

think in a linear fashion.  This means that as an academic analyzing and sharing stories 

or narratives through experiences, I will seek to locate an understanding of the 

importance of Mi’kmaq language survival within Mi’kmaw territories. Storytelling as 
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methodology offers insights about where Mi’kmaq language is spoken, and highlights 

the tools for preserving and acts of resurgence. The stories will exist in the present tense, 

as if language resurgence is something happening right now.  

 I want my narrative inquiry to allow room for critical ethnography, according to 

Haig-Brown and Archibald (1996):  

Research which provides opportunity for the study participant to engage in 
dialectical interactions of action and reflection – praxis – in relation to both the 
research and their situations, thereby transforming those situations… Critical 
ethnography in a First Nations context resists hierarchical power relations between 
study participants, including the principal researcher, and focuses on ethics 
sensitive to and respectful of the participants and their contexts. (p.246)  
 

By allowing room for critical Indigenous auto-ethnography and narrative inquiry, I 

ensure my Elders and youth interviewees have a sense of voice in my research, while 

still giving myself permission to insert my own voice directly in the text.  

The Process of Interviewing and Creating Stories 
 
 Narratives are shared stories of valued constructed knowledge. Stories hold 

wisdom, scripted into Indigenous stories are tools for the preserving Indigenous oral 

histories, legends, and prophecies. Narrative in a form of story carries culture and 

language. According to Kramp (2004), “stories preserve our memories, prompt our 

reflections, connect us with the past and present, and assist us to envision our future” 

(p.107). I intend to use the data from Indigenous auto-ethnographic narratives to assist 

me in answering my research questions. The intent is to ensure that my ethnographic 

gaze does not infringe on Indigenous ways of storytelling when analyzing personal 

experiences in order to understand the cultural approach to language resurgence in the 

face of settler-colonialism.  
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I will use an audio recording device to record, transcribe and annotate the 

detailed stories and narratives of lived experiences that are inter-generational. To ensure 

my setting is culturally Indigenous, storytelling will be encouraged by using open-ended 

guided questions. I will ensure not to ask questions that can be answered dichotomously, 

for example, yes or no. Using a digital auto-recording device to capture the interview 

with educators, youth and Elders will provide me with transcripts to reflect on my 

writing and research. From this conversational method of storytelling (Indigenous auto-

ethnography), I hope to be fully able to use Elders’ Indigenous paradigms with 

Indigenous ontology, epistemologies, methodologies, and axiology (Wilson, 2008; 

Simpson, 2011; Battiste, 2008) and apply them to Mi’kmaq language resurgence. The 

essence of Indigenous auto-ethnography is the “ability to protect, ability to problem-

solve, ability to provide, and ability to heal” (Whitinui, 2014, p. 480). 

Process of Conducting Interviews  
 
 Rich narrative descriptions contribute to capturing what is occurring in narratives. 

I intend to be mindful of my Indigenous epistemologies and understandings when 

considering the settings and surroundings of my Indigenous auto-ethnographic approach 

to having open-ended guided questions. 

 Choosing to conduct interviews in the homes of Elders in their First Nation 

communities in Mi’kmaq territory enables me to set the tone for any Indigenous auto-

ethnography. Having an interview in an elder’s home allows a more comfortable 

discussion to exist, one that welcomes honesty in answering open-ended guided 

questions in a conversational context. This conversational context invites storytelling.  

 This cultural approach to Indigenous auto-ethnography with narrative elements 

respects oral traditions and Mi’kmaw philosophies. It integrates Indigenous paradigms 
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and honours Indigenous qualitative research methods and this Indigenous method of 

interviewing an elder continues the process and product of Indigenous paradigms. The 

conversation with my Elders demonstrates guardianship over sacred knowledge and 

represents a sacred way of knowing (Kovach, 2009). 

Selection of Participants 

 I am planning to hold conversations with at least nine participants, educators and 

both Elders and youth. I am planning to access fluent Mi’kmaq speakers in at least five 

Mi’kmaq communities, including Sipekne’katik, Eskasoni, Listuguj, Gesgapegiag, and 

Metepenagiag. These are five communities in the Mi’kmaq region. Each of the First 

Nations I will be working with has an elected chief and council. Once I have received 

ethics approval, I plan to contact chiefs to find out who are fluent speakers in their 

communities and seek their permission to contact those people. With this contact, I will 

initiate the process of contacting the participants to discuss the potential of conducting 

an interview for my research on Mi’kmaq language resurgence.  

 I have selected these five Mi’kmaq communities initially because they are our 

larger communities on Mi’kmaw territory in Eastern Canada. One community, Eskasoni, 

is located on Cape Breton Island and Sipekne’katik is located in central Nova Scotia. 

The Mi’kmaq communities located in New Brunswick, Metepenagiag is located a half-

hour from Miramichi. The Mi’kmaq communities located in Quebec, Listuguj is located 

across the river from Campbellton, New Brunswick, and an hour away from Listuguj is 

Gesgapegiag. 

 I anticipate that my interviews in the five communities will provide a geographical 

spread of understanding of the current state of our Mi’kmaw language recovery in the 

face of resurgence. The reality is that the Mi’kmaq language may only have 30 more 
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years of existence if action is not taken for its survival.  Members of the he smaller 

communities may be able to provide a different perspective on what it is like to be a 

speaker without very many other speakers in the community, whereas the larger 

communities may have several dozen speakers. 

Connection to the Elders and community knowledge  
 
 The stories collected will be constructed from open-ended guided questions that 

tell stories in a personal or conversational way. This method allows speakers to go from 

the past, present, and deliver prophecies for the future generations.  

 Elders are known to have a special understanding of our future because they have 

survived years of oppression and abused for having such a rich connection to land and 

having language that was not respected during settler-colonialism. Elders are the 

language holders; they are the ones we go to for guidance and community knowledge. 

They speak of everyone in relationship to evolution. There is this interchangeability of 

energy between the inter-generations of Mi’kmaw people and this is depicted throughout 

Mi’kmaq legends and language. Our Elders and traditionalists have an understanding of 

how to channel the spirits and have a deep understanding of our worldviews. This is 

where the reconnection of inter-generations is important, the relationship that will bridge 

our youth with Elders and beyond to our ancestors. This is the root of language survival.  

 During my travels with the Elders Council, I remember distinctly an elder 

discussing the longest journey traveled in life today is the distance between our minds 

and our hearts. This elder continued to explain to me that Indigenous peoples’ notion of 

mind is implicit in the word for heart. You cannot have mind without heart (Sable & 

Francis, 2012). We believe the heart has intuitive, intellectual and cognitive awareness 

that is inseparable from the mind.  
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 Having such a rich connection between educators, Elders and youth will foster 

healthier communities for maintaining, sustaining, and reclaiming Indigenous languages 

and worldviews. The language also reminds us that there is no Mi’kmaq word for ‘time’. 

Therefore, there is an understanding that the resurgence of Mi’kmaq language in the face 

of settler-colonialism does not happen overnight, and it takes a community to help even 

one child to learn and become fluent. There also needs to be a process in place that 

enables Indigenous communities to both look within themselves and to outside 

communities to ensure Indigenous people can revitalize language. Everyone, Indigenous 

and non-Indigenous, needs to make a commitment to this journey for it to reach its 

greatest success. One of the biggest struggles as a Mi’kmaq academic is finding a way to 

deliver to the Western academic agenda while honouring Indigenous ways of knowing. 

This is why I want to return eventually to our communities to continue to educate my 

learning spirit from a Mi’kmaq perspective.  

 
Connections to the land  
 
 Stories are influenced by factors that include the environment, location, land, 

surroundings and people, culture and social conditions that influence people’s 

experiences and response to events in the past. To have the ability to speak Mi’kmaq, 

and understand Mi’kmaq provides a focal point for practicing and respecting the 

Mi’kmaw epistemologies and philosophies. The cultural and intimate relationships with 

the land, Mi’kmaw’ki, an Eastern Algonquian language, embeds a rich body of 

knowledge, way of knowing, and worldview.  

 The Mi’kmaw language is a verb-based language, which makes it very different 

from the noun-based English language. The Mi’kmaq terminology for knowledge of the 
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land is extensive, flexible, and descriptive. Sable and Francis (2012) indicate, “the verb 

is where everything happens; it is the focus of the language with prefixes, infixes and 

suffixes added to determine gender, tense, plurality, animacy, and inanimacy” (Sable & 

Francis, 2012, p. 29). Many of the terms connect closely with the landscape. With Elders 

passing away, the evolution of Mi’kmaq language becomes forgotten. Sable and Francis 

(2012) share their perspective as:  

…studying the nature of the Mi’kmaw language along with place names, legends, 
songs, and dances we begin to experience a living and integrated landscape and 
understand the comprehensive knowledge system Mi’kmaq had of Mi’kmaw’ki…. 
Language is the unique reflection and expression of how cultures structure, give 
meaning to, and interact with the world. (p. 28)  
  

Like the land, the Mi’kmaq language is very much alive. The language is 

adaptable, forever changing, non-static, and reflects the nature of the universe. We, the 

spirit walkers, are in flux with the land, we are in motion with Mother Earth and the 

Mi’kmaq language is also in movement with the land, Mother Earth. By being noun-

centered, the English language objectifies, turning the world into objects that can be 

taken for granted, purchased, disrupted, and analyzed.  

The differences between English worldviews and Indigenous worldviews have 

resulted in stolen lands, assimilation, segregation, and systemic racism. The educational 

system today deprives Mi’kmaq of their unique Indigenous epistemologies, pedagogies, 

philosophies that allow them to live with the movements of Mother Earth.  

 The Canadian soil (stolen land) has been poisoned by the Indo-European English 

language worldview. In order for Indigenous people to prosper on Indigenous soil, the 

relationship building and inclusion of the distinct nations, tribes, and clans located from 

east to west, north and south must happen. The 53 Indigenous languages that are on the 
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verge of extinction due to Eurocentric discourses in ISAs will only have a chance of 

survival, recovery and resurgence in the face of settler-colonialism if action starts now.    

Ethical Considerations 
 

In order to nurture the Mi’kmaq language, I want to use my Indigenous research 

to nurture my learning spirit (Battiste, personal communication, 2014). One initial step 

will be to apply for approval from the Mi’kmaw Ethics Watch in September 2015. 

Battiste (2008) outlines this integration and inclusion of Indigenous interest as,  

The Mi’kmaq Grand Council of Mi’kmaw’ki (also known as Sante Mawio’mi 
within the seven districts of the Mi’kmaq Nation) has assigned the Mi’kmaw 
Watch (Ethics Eskinuapimk) to oversee research process that involve Mi’kmaw 
knowledge sought among Mi’kmaw people, ensuring that researchers conduct 
research ethically and appropriately within Mi’kma’ki (Mi’kmaq Nation 
territories). (p.498)  
 

This ensures using Indigenous paradigms that are holistic, respectful, hold sacred 

knowledge, ceremonial, have purpose and give back to the community’s intellectual 

properties (Kovach, 2009, 2010; Wilson, 2008; Smith, 2012; Battiste, 2008, 2013; Tuck 

& Yang, 2012). 

 Once my proposal is defended within my faculty, I will seek approval by the 

University of New Brunswick’s Research Ethics Board. The protocol includes a consent 

process for publically naming each participating First Nation and supporting the ongoing 

respectful relationship established.  

 My research will adhere to the guidelines in the Tri-Council Policy Statement: 

Ethical Conduct for Research Involving Human Subjects (TCPS2), in particular chapter 

9, “Research involving First Nations” of this publication (TCPS2, 2010). This research 

aims to avoid all personal and potentially harmful and sensitive topics that might 

otherwise raise ethical concerns by creating problems for the research participants.  
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 My written request to participants will include a formal consent page for 

participants to sign. Efforts will be made to include Indigenous epistemologies, 

paradigms, ontologies, axiology, and philosophies.  

Data Analysis  
 
 The qualitative data collected from my transcribed interviews from educators, 

youth and Elders will help me answer my research questions. I will analyze and code the 

data to determine the existing relationships to language resurgence in the face of settler-

colonialism, and identify what resources are supporting language recovery for 

resurgence. I will discuss how the gathered stories describe sustainable thinking, 

processes, and tools for future generations and inter-generations for language to exist in 

all Eastern Canada.  

 All the questions I will use will be open-ended and will encourage storytelling by 

using prompts like “Tell me about a time…” or “Can you describe an experience where 

this happened….” The questions will have space to demonstrate respect and humility 

enough to allow me to use participants’ quotations in my thesis and embed different 

themes to support the trends for resurgence. These questions will solicit the stories 

which will be celebrated in my publications, either anonymously or quoted if given 

permission by participants to use their names. This also gives Elders and youth a voice 

in the process of resurgence. 

Conclusion 
 
 Being raised in a house with Mi’kmaq speakers and only hearing English when I 

left home has not been an easy journey for me as I try to use our language. I have always 

practiced the language, but felt a backlash in school and around friends through 
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elementary into middle school, and I was the only Aboriginal student in my private 

school located in Ontario during high school.  

 This educational journey has ignited my passion to reclaim my Mi’kmaq 

language. I understand that building a future career for myself in Canada requires an 

educational history, including completing high school. For economic success and in 

order to progress, this also needs to include post-secondary education. When I return 

home, my grandfather reminds me that being book smart is not going to preserve our 

language. My grandfather’s comment resonates with me most now when I am striving to 

meet the Western educational way of thinking, including researching, documenting, 

developing strategies for language and literacy.  

 During my undergraduate studies, I experienced many limitations in wanting to 

incorporate Indigenous writing in all my political science, women’s studies, history, and 

sociology papers and hearing all my topics as potential thesis topics. As a critical studies 

graduate, I look back at this exhilarating time in my life, because the more I educated 

myself about Indigenous people across North America, the more I recognized the 

negative influences Western discourses have had on our people.  

In my attempt to fill my life with Indigenous politics, I worked for the Atlantic 

Policy Congress of First Nations Chiefs (APC FNC) in Cole Harbour, NS. This non-

profit work as a youth coordinator included conference planning, co-founding our 

Mi’kmaq Maliseet Atlantic Youth Council (MMAYC). This opportunity opened doors at 

the national level where I was elected as female co-chair on the Assembly of First 

Nations National Youth Council (AFN NYC) and traveled around with the vice regional 

chiefs and national chief to discuss topics like education and language. During my time 
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as co-chair, I vividly remember protesting on Parliament Hill against language cuts in 

policy changes.  

 These experiences only reflect a small part of the passion fueled by my own 

Indigenous knowledge and worldview. As I am in motion with meeting the Western 

academic needs by completing a Masters in Education, the next steps include investing 

my personal time into our Mi’kmaq communities and taking the time to become fluent 

in our Mi’kmaq language. The work that needs to be done includes being present, 

grounding myself in community-based work, and reclaiming and sharing my Mi’kmaq 

language between youth and Elders. When I complete my work, my intention is to 

continue striving in becoming a Mi’kmaq linguist.  

I have spent extensive time with my grandparents growing up. Grandmother’s 

experiences hold meaning and relevance for the next seven generations to come. My 

lengthy discussions with her have allowed me think through and plan the interviews I 

will conduct with the Elders and seventh generational speakers in my community and 

beyond.  

To respect my Elders, I will need to ensure that my research methodology makes 

Elders feel comfortable, and that I conduct myself with humility. Approaching Elders 

for me has always come easily. Being raised by my grandparents, both fluent Mi’kmaq 

language speakers who still use their Mi’kmaq epistemologies in their lives daily, 

created my comfort with Elders. They continue to teach me to always respect my Elders 

as the knowledge holders of our oral histories; they remind me to always listen with both 

ears, so that when it is my time to speak, I will be able to move mountains with elder’s 

words. I ensure to always attend to our Elders who are visiting, without asking but by 
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making them tea and food. The offering of food prepares for welcoming conversations 

and hospitality.  

In Research is Ceremony, Wilson (2008), helped me realize that as Indigenous 

researchers, we are asserting our power to no longer allow others to speak in our 

positions as Indigenous nations. Indigenous researchers have a distinct worldview 

influenced by white, Western, religious, middle-class, patriarchal, and heterosexist ISAs. 

The significance of research done in Indigenous worldviews becomes ceremony that 

brings relationships together and bridges gaps portraying damaged-base perspectives. 

Like Wilson (2008), I must present my literature in an academic style, while including 

the personal narratives sections of interviewing Elders and our current seventh 

generation. Wilson (2008) feels “that the dominant style of writing to an anonymous 

reader did not live up to the standard of relational accountability” (p.8) for Indigenous 

peoples.  

For me this research journey is to celebrate our Mi’kmaw legacies, ontology, 

paradigms, and methodologies. I plan to use the stories shared with me by Elders and 

youth to discuss ways of preparing the next seven generations in the forefront of 

resurgence of Indigenous languages. The effects of Western colonialism on research 

emboldens me to use my Mi’kmaq cultural teachings handed down by our Elders. I will 

be able to hold onto the elder’s words as I continue my own journey of discovering my 

academic voice and nurturing my learning spirit.  
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Abstract 
 
The purpose of my study is speaking with my elder about technology for Mi’kmaq 
language and culture. In this paper, I explore revitalization strategies for language, 
culture, and identity. My two primary research questions are: to what extent can 
technology be used for language preservation and resurgence? and, what are supporting 
ways of integrating the language and culture within the classroom? I am using the 
theoretical framework of Indigenous resurgence to maintain, recover, and reclaim 
culture and language. Within the colonial context, acts of remembrance by my 
Grandmother are resurgence. Resurgence is a reminder to my generation of the 
importance of sustaining and nurturing Mi’kmaq language. The method used in my 
research is Indigenous auto-ethnography, focusing on data collected during an interview 
with my Grandmother. I used five themes from the interview to conduct my analysis of 
the interview transcript: 1. Building Relations between Elders and Youth; 2. Experience 
Learning Mi’kmaq; 3. Revitalization of Mi’kmaq Language; 4. Language of the Land; 
and 5. Technology and Language. Although my paper is based on data from only one 
interview, this one interview explores the topic in a way that gives guidance for a larger 
study. I will discuss the data and share opinions on why the use of technology for 
language and culture revitalization and preservation are important for educational 
curriculum development. 
 
Keywords: Language resurgence, Elders, land-based pedagogy, technology supporting 
language  
 
Introduction 

 
Language maintenance practices are ideological as they draw from formal and 
rational practices for language maintenance and revitalization. The interventions 
and programs these language advocates promote are designed to consider the 
communities and speakers who have a stake in the life and death of their 
languages. (Perley, 2011, p.63) 

 
I am a Mi’kmaq woman of the seventh generation who is an Indigenous educator, 

activist, feminist, coach, and researcher. I am aspiring to maintain, recover, and reclaim 

my Mi’kmaq language as a fluent speaker.  I am a speaker but need to improve my own 

fluency. The seventh generation is known as the generation who will survive settler 
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colonialism and cultural loss in the 21st century. Generations of prophecies foretold that 

the seventh generation will resist and pave the road to resurgence for the eighth 

generation in the 21st century. Simpson (2008) describes the eighth generation as the 

Eighth fire. "The eighth fire are responsible for decolonization, for rebuilding our nation, 

for forging new relationships with other nations by returning to original Nishnaabeg 

visions of peace and justice” (p. 14).  

 

Language resurgence and nurturing Mi’kmaq language are important in order to 

influence educational curriculum pedagogies. Language revitalization and preservation 

inform and animate knowledge systems (Battiste, 2013) and embed culturally sustaining 

pedagogy (Paris, 2014) within inclusive curriculum-initiated Mi’kmaq emersion 

programs in schools. 

 

I am studying technology because technology is an important tool for language 

preservation and resurgence. Technology as ICT  (information and communications 

technology) is most commonly used by youth today, and if we would like to see the next 

generations using the Mi’kmaq language, it is important to use technology today.  

 

The Western educational system has failed Indigenous learners by excluding Indigenous 

languages, ratifying the actions of dominant pedagogies (Battiste, 2013; Kincheloe, 

2008). Elders are the fluent Mi’kmaq speakers in our communities today, and only a 

small number of us categorized as the seventh-generation are fluent (Julian, 2014). 

These speakers have inspired many moves toward defying language death (Perley, 2011; 
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Julian, 2014) and confronting linguistic genocide (Corntassel, 2012; Perley, 2011; 

Julian, 2014; Bear Nicholas, 2008).  

 

Language resurgence is my responsibility: to nurture Mi’kmaw language in the face of 

colonial and cognitive imperialism. It is difficult to accept that as a Mi’kmaq researcher, 

I am writing in the foreign English language about the importance of language 

resurgence. It remains important that as I think critically in the foreign English language, 

that I continue to be mindful of my own Mi’kmaq ways of knowing. 

 

My study will discuss speaking with my elder about technology for Mi’kmaq language 

and culture preservation and resurgence. It explores revitalization strategies for 

language, culture, and identity.  Nishnaabeg thinker Leanne Simpson claims “resistance 

and resurgence are not only our response to colonialism, they are our only responsibility 

in the face of colonialism… resurgence is our original instruction” (Simpson, 2011, 

p.66). 

 

My two primary research questions that I hope to answer through an interview with my 

Grandmother are: to what extent can technology be used for language preservation and 

resurgence? and what are supporting ways of integrating the language and culture within 

the classroom? I plan to use the theoretical framework of Indigenous resurgence to 

maintain, recover, and reclaim culture and language. Within the colonial context, acts of 

remembrance by my Grandmother are resurgence. Resurgence is a reminder to my 

generation of the importance of sustaining and nurturing Mi’kmaq language.  
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The method used in my research is Indigenous auto-ethnography (Whitinui, 2014) 

focusing on data I collected during an interview with my Grandmother. I focused my 

interview questions on five themes when exploring my Grandmothers’ stories. The 

questions answer each of these themes: 1. Building Relations between Elders and Youth; 

2. Experience Learning Mi’kmaq; 3. Revitalization of Mi’kmaq Language; 4. Language 

of the Land; and 5. Technology and Language.  

 

Although my paper is based on data from only one interview, this one interview explores 

the topic in a way that gives guidance for a larger study. I will discuss the data and share 

opinions on why the use of technology for language and culture revitalization and 

preservation are important for educational curriculum development.  

 

Grandmother’s stories help me narrate the extent to which technology can be used for 

language preservation and resurgence. Her stories will instruct ways of integrating the 

language and culture within the classroom. Grandmother mentions the importance of 

land pedagogy and language of the land, for example how language preservation and 

resurgence exists in hands during the process of basket making.  

 

Literature review and research questions 

As a Mi’kmaq woman, I have often found myself writing to satisfy Western discourses 

in education. It remains, however, crucial that I respect the living entities embedded in 

our creation stories, Indigenous knowledges, and culture and languages. Selecting a 

Western theoretical framework to critique settler-colonialism is only surrendering to 

colonial hegemony. I intend to use Indigenous theory by Indigenous academics to 
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conduct ceremonial research (Wilson, 2008) to examine my two primary research 

questions. In this literature review, I will examine the themes of language resurgence, 

language of the land, current educational discourses, and technology and language.  

 

Language Resurgence: Maintaining, Recovering, and Reclaiming  

Language resurgence is our responsibility as the seventh generation in the face of 

continued colonialism (Simpson, 2011). Resurgence is an embedding of instruction 

within Indigenous knowledges that drives Indigenous people to maintain, recover, and 

reclaim culture and language. Resurgence is, in essence, the engine behind Indigenous 

ways of knowing stuck within a vehicle made by Western discourses and Greek 

academic terminology such as, paradigms, epistemology, ontology, axiology, and 

pedagogy. 

 

The damage caused by tools of colonization and Western discourses are encouraging 

Indigenous peoples to shift back to their traditional knowledge systems (Battiste, 2013; 

Grande, 2004; Wilson, 2008). To conquer the tools of colonization embedded in 

Western ideological state apparatuses (ISAs), we as Indigenous academics need to listen 

to our Indigenous Elders, our own people, and recognize our relationships within our 

communities.  

 

Tools of colonization in ISAs including mass media, hospitals, churches, and education 

(Brookfield, 2005) have assimilated and suppressed Indigenous languages, cultures, 

communities, and homelands because of embedded Western discourses.  
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Indigenous academics now turn to resurgence, responsibility, renewal, and relationships 

to restore the damage-centered research (Tuck, 2009; Corntassel, 2012). Damage-

centered research has been academically documented through a lens of colonial and 

cognitive imperialism Tuck, 2009). These imperial lenses continue to be the blueprint 

for vehicles that drive political, cultural, and language genocide (Tuck, 2009; Battiste, 

2013; Simpson, 2011). As a result, the drive for language resurgence is vital for the 

survival of Indigenous culture and language.  

 

Perley (2011) shares staggering statistics that frame language death in Canada, depicted 

as: 

That of the 53 distinct Native languages in Canada: Only three (3) have a chance 
of surviving the next ten years, eight (8) are facing extinction, twenty-nine (29) are 
deteriorating very rapidly, and thirteen (13) are moderately endangered. (Perley, 
2011, p. 39) 
 

The reality is that damage-centered research is a tool of colonization and imperialism 

leading to cultural and language genocide. This is essentially why Indigenous academics 

are using cultural and language resurgence as the engine to drive desired-based research 

(Tuck, 2009).  

  

Language of the Land  

The importance of nurturing mother earth, Turtle Island, our homelands in North 

America, is to ensure the survival of our language and culture. The survival of our 

Mi’kmaq language is scripted in the movement and flow of mother earth. Our Creation 

stories and oral storytelling are keeping our oral traditions, Indigenous knowledges, 

cultures, and languages alive (Sable and Francis, 2012; Simpson, 2011). Simpson asserts 
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that our Creation stories are our theoretical frameworks, giving us our ontological 

context. Simpson (2011) says, 

Our Elders tell us that everything we need to know is encoded in the structure, 
content and context of these stories and the relationships, ethics, and 
responsibilities required to be our own Creation Story. (p. 33) 
 

Elders are the knowledge keepers of our Indigenous paradigms, ontology, epistemology, 

methodology, and axiology. As Indigenous scholars, we must remember our spiritual 

connection to our Elders and to the land. Living with our Elders on the land and listening 

to them is the most effective way of retaining, maintaining, and sustaining Indigenous 

languages in the 21st century. Understanding the pedagogical and ontological importance 

of the land to our Indigenous culture is vital to the resurgence of our languages. 

 

Having a relationship to the land, to the spirits, and with each other, defines being 

Indigenous (Wilson, 2008; Corntassel, 2012). Our environment and homelands hold our 

Indigenous knowledges, it is pedagogy of place (Wilson, 2008). The relationships to the 

land have been challenged by legacies of settler colonialism, questioning what makes us 

Indigenous today. Thus, the rehabilitation and acts of renewal and remembrance through 

relationship building with the land are the foundations to language resurgence 

(Corntassel, 2012; Alfred & Corntassel, 2005).  

 

It is through my spiritual connection to the land that I am able to respect and understand 

the survival of our languages. Indigenous people are taught traditionally how to nurture 

our spirits and how to interact with the two legged, four legged, water spirits, land 

spirits, and sky spirits that exist together on mother earth. These Indigenous knowledges 
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are coded into the pedagogical and ontological scriptures of the land; this is why 

language resurgence is vital for the protection of mother earth.  

 

Educational Discourses  

Western theorists that influence education are continuing the legacy of forced 

assimilation for Indigenous peoples. Many current educational discourses oppress and 

marginalize Indigenous knowledge systems. These discourses are embedded in the 

social relations associated with curricula and theory. ISAs are hegemonic in nature and 

mass-produce post-colonial, poststructuralist, multicultural, neoliberal, and decolonized 

discourses. Contemporary Education is now being pressured to make Indigenous 

education and literature available.  

 

Eurocentric and Western discourses invalidate and thus eradicate Indigenous languages. 

Many Western conceptions of Indigenous knowledges and traditions include images of 

savagery and barbarism. These experiences of cognitive imperialism are about “white-

washing the mind as a result of forced assimilation, English education, Eurocentric 

humanities and sciences, and living in a Eurocentric context complete with media, 

books, laws, and values” (Battiste, 2013, p. 26).  

 

Battiste (2013), Wilson (2008), Smith (2012), and Grande (2004) each address the 

cognitive imperialism existing within social movement theory portraying Indigenous 

peoples as in need of survival strategies and cultural revitalization. Simpson (2011) 

implies that social movement theory is inadequate because it is rooted in Western 

discourses that suggests that there is yet to be an Indigenous social movement in Canada. 
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Solidarity, mobilization, resistance, and resurgence would drive an Indigenous social 

movement. In addition, Western discourses in education are influencing how freely 

Indigenous scholars can express their visions for desired-based research. Simpson 

(2011) states,  

Our social movements… are stuck in a cognitive box of imperialism and we need 
to step out of the box, remove our colonial blinders and at least see the potential 
for radically different ways of existence. (p. 148) 
 

As I begin to research as an Indigenous scholar, I am reminded of Linda Smith’s (2012) 

definition of Research. Smith defines the term ‘research’ as “inextricably linked to 

European imperialism and colonialism. The word itself, research, is probably one of the 

dirtiest words in the Indigenous world’s vocabulary” (p.xi). As a member of an 

Indigenous nation, Marie Battiste (2009), a Mi’kmaq woman, contributes to the 

guidelines and principles for ensuring that protection of Mi’kmaq knowledge. Battiste 

inspires me when she called me her ‘little spirit sister’. Her advice is to “go make your 

life a journey with your learning spirit” (Personal Communication from Marie Battiste, 

2014).  

 

Technology and Indigenous Language  

Using technology to maintain, recover, and reclaim language, culture, and identity may 

be a way to bridge the gap between fluent speakers and non-speakers. Technology could 

offer the opportunity to share Indigenous digital resources, language apps, and linguistic 

dictionaries. Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has the potential to 

deliver Indigenous languages to First Nations communities, isolated communities, and 

off-reserve speakers. 
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Indigenous paradigms and epistemologies carry culture (Smith, 2012; Wilson, 2008; 

Grande, 2004). ICT becomes a solution to confronting linguistic genocide (Corntassel, 

2012; Perley, 2011) and can be a tool for supporting community wellness (O’Donnell, et 

al, 2010). If it has a foundation in Indigenous culture, heritage, and language then the 

use of ICT may well confront dominant Western English discourses.  

 

ICT can host digital legends, songs, dances, languages, creation stories, and Indigenous 

oral teachings. As Indigenous peoples, we must be mindful that technology also limits 

the interactivity between our people (Simpson, 2011; Battiste, 2013). This lack of 

interaction can create challenges for Indigenous learners because videos, films, written 

word, and instructions using technology are often in the dominant English language.  

 

Technology has effectively supported the colonial influence on language genocide 

because of dominant Western discourses in ISAs. However, technology can now be 

utilized as a decolonizing methodology for teaching/delivering Indigenous ontologies, 

axiology, epistemologies, frameworks, theory, pedagogy, and the sacredness of 

Indigenous creation stories (Smith, 2012). If ICT can progressively introduce step-by-

step instructions for learning/teaching language, culture, and identity in ISAs, then there 

is hope for success for the eighth generation and the next seven generations to come.  

 

Considering the amount of time I spend using technology, I have not found innovative 

ways to type, write, and read in the Mi’kmaq language. As Indigenous people find their 

place in the digital ICT world, a place and space must be created for the inclusion and 

practice of Mi’kmaq language in the hope for resurgence and revitalization.  
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Description of research methodology 

Indigenous qualitative research has become a universal inquiry for Indigenous and non-

indigenous scholars around the world. It is critical in decolonizing methodologies to 

have inclusive authentic Indigenous paradigms (Whitinui, 2014). 

 

This study was based on qualitative research using Indigenous auto-ethnography 

(Whitinui, 2014) to capture the lived experiences of my Grandmother’s past, present, 

and future. These experiences hold meaning and relevance for the next seven 

generations to come. The methodology allows me to use her personal narrative as an 

autobiography.  

 

To respect my Grandmother, I ensured that my use of auto-ethnography did not harm or 

make Grandmother uncomfortable. For me this auto-ethnography was a celebration of 

our Mi’kmaq legacies, paradigms, and methodologies. It assured me that I was using my 

Mi’kmaq cultural teachings handed down by my Grandmother. I am able to hold onto 

Grandmother’s words as I continue my own journey of discovering my academic voice.  

 

Process of Interviewing my Grandmother  

The first step in the process of interviewing my Grandmother was my agreement with 

her to pursue a teaching degree. Grandmother is our elder, Mi’kmaq linguist for the 

Sipekne’katik band, Residential School survivor, basket maker, arts and crafts seller, and 

cultural teacher at Ln’u Sipuk Kina’muokom School (LSK).  
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The interview with my Grandmother was conducted at her home in Indian Brook 

(Sipekne’katik Band) First Nation. Having our interview in Grandmother’s home 

allowed for natural discussion to exist, and was not as intimidating as a formal 

interview. This cultural approach as a research method respected the oral traditions of 

Mi’kmaw culture. It was a conversational method (interview/Indigenous auto-

ethnography) that integrated Indigenous paradigms and honored Indigenous research.  

 

Interviewing my Grandmother and hearing her stories guided and directed me as an 

inspiring Mi’kmaq academic. Her stories held the oral traditions and I had to be patient 

with her words. In order for me to capture Grandmother’s words, I used a digital 

recording device to record our interview.  

 

My Grandmother was calm throughout our conversation. She was delighted that I 

returned home to hear her stories. During the interview, my cousins and her 

grandchildren were also quietly listening. This is how our language, culture, and 

traditions are handed down throughout the generations. This Indigenous method of 

interviewing an elder was both a process and product of Indigenous paradigms. The 

conversation with my Grandmother demonstrated guardianship over sacred knowledge 

and represented a sacred way of knowing (Kovach, 2009).   

 

Indigenous Auto-Ethnography: Oral traditions, what is it?  

As the granddaughter of my Grandmother, I did not question Grandmother’s oral and 

cultural Indigenous paradigms used in this Indigenous auto-ethnography. In Research is 

Ceremony, Wilson (2008) depicts how the hegemony of the Eurocentric dominant 
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educational system has always critiqued and criticized Indigenous academics, having 

Indigenous academics “justifying their Indigenous-based research methodologies 

through mainstream theoretical arguments… [making] it hard not to think that 

institutional racism is at its roots” (pp.30-31) of educational pedagogy.  

 

The nature of using personal narrative in Indigenous auto-ethnography (Whitinui, 2014) 

as an Indigenous research method challenges the Western misconceptions. It allowed me 

to go to the source, our Elders, for our historical, social, and political truths of our past.  

 

Indigenous auto-ethnography also respects the epistemological perspectives equally and 

Whitinui (2014) defines indigenous auto-ethnography as a method that,  

 
Draws together self (auto), ethno (nation), and graphy (writing). It also asks 
researchers interested in this method to consider their own level of connectedness 
to space, place, time, and culture as a way of (re)claiming, (re)storing, (re)writing, 
and (re)patriating our own lived realities as Indigenous peoples. In many instances, 
merely telling our stories is not sufficient; we must also be prepared to show how 
stories are lived in authentically as well as meaningfully ways. (p. 467)  
 

By returning home to use Indigenous auto-ethnography for my own understanding of my 

own language survival and resurgence, I was better able listen to the lived experiences of 

Grandmother through her narrative.  

 

Using a digital auto-recording device to capture the interview with Grandmother 

provided me with transcripts to reflect in my writing. I refer to her as Grandmother as 

per her request. When the conversational method was finished, I transcribed 

Grandmother’s interview. From this conversational method, I am fully able to use our 

elder’s Indigenous teachings (paradigms) with an Indigenous approach to ways of 
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knowing (ontology), knowledges (epistomologies), research as ceremony 

(methodologies), and ethics (axiology) (Wilson, 2008; Simpson, 2011; Battiste, 2008). 

 

Ethical Considerations 

In order to nurture Mi’kmaq language I want to use my Grandmother’s Indigenous auto-

ethnography to nurture my learning spirit (Battiste, personal communication, 2014). The 

project I work with, First Nations Innovation, secured approval from the Mi’kmaw 

Ethics Watch (MEW) for our research in 2013. In September 2014, I informed MEW of 

my specific FNI study involving my Grandmother. Battiste (2008) outlines this 

integration and inclusion of Indigenous interest as,  

 
The Mi’kmaq Grand Council of Mi’kma’ki (also known as Sante Mawio’mi 
within the seven districts of the Mi’kmaq Nation) has assigned the Mi’kmaw 
Watch (Ethics Eskinuapimk) to oversee research processes that involve 
Mi’kmaw knowledge sought among Mi’kmaw people, ensuring that researchers 
conduct research ethically and appropriately within Mi’kma’ki (Mi’kmaq Nation 
territories). (p.498)  
 

This ensures using Indigenous paradigms that are holistic, respectful, hold sacred 

knowledge, ceremonial, have purpose and give back to the community’s intellectual 

properties (Kovach, 2009, 2010; Wilson, 2008; Smith, 2012; Battiste, 2008, 2013; Tuck 

& Yang, 2012). 

 

Presenting Grandmother’s Stories 

Within the colonial context, acts of remembrance by Grandmother are resurgent. 

Resurgence is a reminder to my generation of the importance of sustaining and nurturing 

Mi’kmaw language. It is important for the seventh generation to engage in listening to 

Elders’ stories of oral traditions, ceremonial and cultural practices. Through ceremonial 
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research, we are respecting and learning Indigenous ontology, axiology, epistemologies, 

frameworks, theory, pedagogy, and understanding the sacredness of Indigenous creation 

stories.  

 

To respect Grandmother’s acts of remembrance, I ensure my use of Indigenous auto-

ethnography celebrates her Mi’kmaq legacies, personal narratives, paradigms, and 

methodologies. Indigenous auto-ethnography allows me to engage in Indigenous 

qualitative research and ensures I am using my Mi’kmaq cultural teachings handed 

down by Grandmother.  

 

The themes I used during my conversation with Grandmother included, building 

relationships between Elders and youth; experience learning Mi’kmaq; revitalization of 

Mi’kmaq language; language of the land; and using technology for Mi’kmaq language 

and culture preservation.  

 

Grandmother’s stories help me narrate the extent to which technology can be used for 

language preservation and resurgence. Her interview instructs supporting ways of 

integrating the language and culture within the classroom.  

 

Language Resurgence: Maintaining, Recovering, and Reclaiming  

The relationship between Elders and youth of today is not as interactive as it was in the 

past. Grandmother said, “Today [youth] have no time for each other. There is too much 

things going on in their lives for both the Elders and the kids. Technology sort of put a 

cap on that.” Cellphones have become a reason why nobody talks to anybody, “even the 
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middle age don’t talk to anybody.” The discussion was clear that things have changed 

from the past. Grandmother indicated that “There is not that many Elders, and what 

there is, they’re not in pretty good health, they are either sleeping or in the hospital.” 

This is partially the impact on the gap between Elders and youth of today’s relationship. 

With a separation between Elders and youth, the resurgence of Mi’kmaq language 

becomes limited.  

 

Keeping the culture alive, learning and practicing basket making is the example 

Grandmother describes. Grandmother has learned basket making from her mother and 

she suggests we learn to use other products.  

 

Grandmother shares her basket story:  

"“Before they used maple and popple [poplar]. Popple was the cheapest wood to 
use, people would say. Your basket cannot last you forever, but that what you 
wanted if you were going to make a sale year after year. If you wanted something 
to last long, you would use Ash. And when they started using Ash they didn’t use 
anything else. Because they wanted them to last longer, it was a competition 
between us and the Chinese. They made our baskets out of plastic and they were 
able to sell them cheaper.” 

 
In this example, Grandmother describes the harsh reality of capitalism that exploited the 

Indigenous peoples of North America.  

 

The language used and discussed between Elders and youth is non-existent in our Indian 

Brook First Nation community, Shubenacadie Band. Grandmother says, “It is seldom 

that you’ll find someone who speaks Mi’kmaq to their children. Maybe enough to count 

on my fingers, if that. In Cape Breton, [Nova Scotia], them places, there are a lot of 

youth speaking Mi’kmaw.” 
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I asked my Grandmother, how many speakers are fluent in our community today, she 

said “Not that many, mostly the Elders, the ones that are in their 70’s, some in their 60’s, 

very few that are in their 50’s. And the younger ones don’t speak it,” she added, “Well 

the ones that are learning Mi’kmaq in school now” are speaking. Grandmother believes 

language revitalization and the difference about Mi’kmaq today exists in the Education. 

Our Mi’kmaq youth are being educated by Western discourses and continue to be 

stripped of their Mi’kmaq language by learning in the dominant English language.  

Grandmother has witnessed the diminishing of our Mi’kmaw language.  

 

Grandmother says youth today “Understand and speak English much better, than when 

we were kids.” Grandmother shares a story of the difficulties of not understanding 

English as a child,   

“When we were young, if a car stopped, we would all run in different directions. 
They did not understand us, and [we believed] they were going to steal you. If they 
knew how bad we were, they wouldn’t have tried to steal us” [She laughs].   
 

During the Residential School era, forced assimilation has resulted in a separated 

relationship between Elders and youth of today.  

 

In maintaining, recovering, and reclaiming Mi’kmaq, Grandmother sees us revitalizing 

the language using technology the same was it was used against the Indigenous peoples. 

Grandmother said, “We weren’t allowed to speak Mi’kmaq, so now, if we’re not 

allowed to speak English, we could catch on a lot faster.” For youth to only speak 

Mi’kmaq through the use of technology, there has to be an incentive given to youth to 
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speak their language, Grandmother says “Give them something, give them toy cars, 

dollar store toys, they appreciate that.”  

 

Grandmother sees youth learning Mi’kmaq if they are taught pride and she wants to see 

more culture in the classrooms, a classroom that teaches culture in the Mi’kmaq 

language. I asked Grandmother what are our Mi’kmaq cultural practices, she shared:  

How to cook deer meat, moose meat, how to skin a rabbit, take the children on 
culture camps, moose hunts, out fishing, ice fishing. But our children are so 
spoiled, or whatever you want to call it. That they are not even prepared when 
you take them to these places, they don’t wear the right clothing. We took a 
group out to Cape Breton, we [the Elders] went with them, we were invited to go 
too, and what I noticed is that our kids from our community here in Indian 
Brook, they wore sneakers, jeans, this is in the middle of winter, they were 
suppose to go ice fishing and sleep in a wigwam over night. They couldn’t do 
that because they weren’t dressed properly, and they weren’t prepared because 
no one told them. Or they could be taught how to prepare wood. Up here, old 
people like your grandfather are too old to go out there and get the wood, and 
now he is one of the only ones to know how to do this… How to get wood ready 
for splints, there’s a lot of work to it, and now these young guys don’t know 
anything about it, but they all know technology and about the video games. How 
those two thumbs work.  
 

Grandmother continues to describe cultural practices,  
 

Basket making, fishing for eels, learning how to clean them, learning how to 
cook them. People would look at them and say ‘eee, I’m not eating that’ they 
don’t even know what it taste like, that they are good. Eel skins [used for 
medicine], it was used for splints [when injured]. I remember when I sprained 
my ankle when I was young, we didn’t have no doctors, didn’t have no car, we 
were out in the woods, so my father skinned one, and took one, opened it up and 
wrapped it around my leg. And it stayed on there until it dried and I wore it for 
about a week, and my leg didn’t hurt no more. Then they took it off but putting it 
in water again, that softened it up. The doctors use couple of sticks, and tape.   
 

A story like this makes me wish I had spent more time in my community learning from 

my Grandmother and grandfather, rather than spending ten years away from home, 

trying to get a Western education. I believe Western discourses in education are 

continuing to assimilate Indigenous peoples across Canada. In order for these stories to 
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exist for the next seven generations to come, it becomes our responsibility to ensure the 

resurgence of Mi’kmaq epistemologies, ontologies, and philosophies to be embedded 

into curriculum. This will teach our young children to have pride in their cultural 

identity, and with the use of language of the land, land becomes pedagogy, and a place 

for reclaiming, recovering our Mi’kmaq language.  

 

Language of the Land  

Stories are influenced by factors that include the environment, location, land, 

surroundings and people, culture and social conditions that influence people’s 

experiences and response to events in the past. To have the ability to speak Mi’kmaw, 

and understand Mi’kmaw provides a focal point for practicing and respecting the 

Mi’kmaw epistemologies and philosophies. The cultural and intimate relationships with 

the land, Mi’kma’ki, an Eastern Algonquian language, embeds a rich body of 

knowledge, way of knowing, and worldview.  

 

The Mi’kmaw language is a verb-based language, which makes it very different from 

the noun-based English language. The Mi’kmaw terminology for knowledge of the land 

is extensive, flexible, and descriptive. Sable and Francis (2012) indicate, “the verb is 

where everything happens; it is the focus of the language with prefixes, infixes and 

suffixes added to determine gender, tense, plurality, animacy, and inanimacy” (Sable & 

Francis, 2012, p. 29). Many of the terms connect closely with the landscape. With Elders 

passing away, the evolution of Mi’kmaq language becomes forgotten. 
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Mi’kmaq was Grandmother’s first language and she learned it through baby talk. Baby 

talk helps form all the muscles in your mouth and in your face to speak and pronounce 

the Mi’kmaw language. Examples are “na, ba, deedee, baba, nunu, all those little words 

and two letter words, woowow, gagga, nunu and ‘ migisi’ (which is to eat), we don’t do 

that with our kids.” Grandmother indicated that this cultural language method is no 

longer being taught, that is why our youth have a hard time with the Mi’kmaq language.  

 

When Grandmother was growing up, Mi’kmaq was a rich and fluent language, she said:  

I was not brought up here, I was born here, but I wasn’t brought up here, I was 
brought up May Canon Springhill. Those were only squatters, but at least they spoke 
Mi’kmaq. They spoke Mi’kmaw and had their own land, my aunt had 2 acres of land 
in May camp. But because she didn’t pay for the taxes she lost it.  
 

One of the major reasons for language loss is stolen Indigenous lands. The Mi’kmaq 

language is connected to the land, Grandmother says: 

Mi’kmaq is a descriptive language and it is almost as if we have a word for 
everything that is in the universe. We had to make up the words for stuff that was 
brought over, like the, the water melon, “sumkunapskuj”, it means ‘one with water’, 
but it is mostly water in a watermelon. Other animals even, “pijisiqabut” is the 
‘giraffe’, the one with the long neck. We have a descriptive language, and in order to 
give a name to an animal or product or food or something, we had to describe it, and 
come up with a word.   
 

The survival of our Mi’kmaw language is scripted in the movement and flow of mother 

earth. The movement and flow of mother earth captures what it means to be Indigenous. 

Land teaches, land provides, and land demands respect.  

 

The current colonial mentality has alienated and disconnected Indigenous from the 

evolving language and the land creating confusion and despair in the 21st century. I 
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asked my Grandmother how language is connected to the land and she believes the 

Mi’kmaw language has many things connected to the land. She says: 

 
We understand the land, how it works, how the species live within it, we know when 
the salmon go up river, why they go up river. The same with the eels, we know why 
they travel so far, just to migrate. They have their own migrating routes, and nothing 
will stop the animal from using that route, they will go through land, over land, in 
the water, just to follow that route. If they have to travel up to two miles, eels can go 
over land to get to the next river that’s going to take him on its way. ’Cause they go 
where the Atlantic Ocean is, and right below that there is another water way, that’s 
where they lay and hatch their young ones. They go every year, and no matter how 
far they travel, they go back and then scatter through the Atlantic Ocean and that’s a 
big area, down towards Africa and up to the North.  
 

Grandmother says our survival depends on our relationships with the land, our ancestors 

followed the animals, watched what they ate, and we were hunters and gatherers. When 

Grandmother was a child, they did a lot of hunting, there were no stores on the reserves, 

she continues:  

There was no welfare, no family allowance, there was nothing. If you weren’t 
working, there was nothing.... There was one vehicle in the community, the 
Indian agents came to the reserve but they did not hang around, they just came to 
do their business and they left.   

 
Grandmother describes that our languages is connected in the culture, Grandmother 

continues saying:  

 
If we do not use our culture, we lose half of our language. All the words that you 
use for making baskets for instance, you know… (strips - dipketakin, cutting 
splints - eldaquawey, making splints with my teeth - elipke'tami, I'm wrapping 
the splints and the putting the rim on, elkwistu (the endings, elkistu'n kil - you're 
making the rims) all the process of making baskets, you loose all that [language], 
and it's the same with hunting. If you do not go hunting, you do not track the 
animal, you do not know how to walk in the woods. Your grandfather use to tell 
me, jeez you make a lot of noise, so after a while I did not go in the woods with 
him. [She laughs]. 
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Grandmother adds:  
 

You know there’s a lot of things you got to learn being on the land, and the same 
with fishing, you have to know where the fish are, you have to know what time 
to go, like this time of the year (fall-winter) is good for salmon, that is when they 
lay their eggs, when the leaves sink into the water. That is when they go 
upstream. It’s when you don’t fish, and you don’t make your baskets, and you 
don’t make your axe handles, and you don’t do whatever it is they did, you loose 
all that language, and I would say that’s about half of the language.  
 

With the language embedded in the land, land becomes Indigenous pedagogy of the 

land. These are teachings that will nurture Mi’kmaq culture and language within 

curriculum.  

 

Although Indigenous peoples are adapting to ISAs and dominant English cultural 

practices to survive in society. It is important to note that the Mi’kmaq believed when 

the missionaries that came over to Eastern Canada, our traditionalist and medicine 

people moved out west to protect our traditions. The missionaries were also the ones 

who forbid Mi’kmaq people to practice their culture, speak their own Mi’kmaw 

language. Grandmother said,  

They even put bounties on our heads, and it was just removed couple of years 
ago, that we couldn’t practice our religion. Read up on Cornwallis, that is who 
implied it. They weren’t the real rulers, but we as Native people believe that they 
were. What they said had to be, we were afraid of them because in no time they 
outnumbered us with their diseases, they killed off most (80%) of us. And that 
boat load of scalps were sent over to England and Britain for ten liters for a 
scalp, that’s like 50Cents a piece.  
 

Through resistance and resurgence, Indigenous students are responding to dominant 

hegemony by contesting colonizing pedagogy and demanding Indigenous education. 

Indigenous education is deeply unique in the landscape and can be taught through land-

based education. Indigenous languages have a unique relationship with the landscape, 

our way of knowing and worldview. For Indigenous peoples, “this way of thinking 
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preceded that arrival of the Europeans and survived – communicated from one 

generation to another through the legends, songs, dances, and oral histories in the 

language” (Sable & Francis, 2012, p. 18). 

 

Educational Discourses 

Eurocentric Education mass produces Western discourses, eradicating Indigenous 

languages. Many Western conceptions of Indigenous knowledges and traditions include 

images of savagery and barbarism. These experiences of cognitive imperialism are about 

“white-washing the mind as a result of forced assimilation, English education, 

Eurocentric humanities and sciences, and living in a Eurocentric context complete with 

media, books, laws, and values” (Battiste, 2013, p. 26).  

 

Education discourses are the reasons behind Mi’kmaq Grandmother stopping to speak 

her Mi’kmaw language. Grandmother says she stopped using the language…,  

For a while, but then you forget it if you don’t use it, then I started using it again. 
’Cause I was beginning to forget, I forget when I was in the residential school, but I 
was lucky, because my parents still spoke it, and when I went back home, they spoke 
Mi’kmaq and my sisters did not understand English. So I caught on every summer 
that I went home… Four years I heard it, four years I didn’t hear it, I almost forget it, 
but I knew the words, there are still some words in my head that I don’t know what 
they mean, they are there because I never heard them since I was small. I was 
brought up by old people that spoke the old language, there are so many words that 
we say today that are not really the full language.    
 

Grandmother explains how they were not allowed to speak Mi’kmaq in the Indian 

residential school, and even in the Indian day schools operated by the Sisters of Charity, 

“They didn’t allow us to speak Mi’kmaq.”   
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Grandmother described the difference about Mi’kmaq people today as “Mostly 

educated, educated in technology, where they never knew about it before. And they 

understand English much better, than when we were kids.” Grandmother says people 

started speaking English more because “Of the television, technology came into our 

communities, but it was not in our language. It came in as a European language, and 

now kids are catching onto Spanish because of technology. And the cartoons about 

Dora, the little Spanish kid.” Grandmother believe that having cartoons in Mi’kmaq 

shown on television are forms of Mi’kmaq language resurgence.  

 

When Grandmother was growing up, Mi’kmaq was a fluent language. Grandmother 

describes youth today are growing up a lack of interest in learning and speaking 

Mi’kmaq because “they don’t have nobody to speak to. Some of our Elders need it too. I 

grew up with Elders, but the middle age that didn’t want to speak it, they called 

Mi’kmaq “jibberish”, those are the Elders that are now in their 80’s, 90’s. They called 

our language “jibberish,” it’s not going to get you anywhere.” The shame in speaking 

Mi’kmaq is the direct influence of Western discourses.  

 

The survival of Mi’kmaq language and the growing interest in Mi’kmaq culture can 

exist in community museums. This would provide access to cultural artifacts, Mi’kmaq 

education for youth, middle age, and Elders to visit. Grandmother says such museums 

would showcase baskets and provide basket making, Grandmother says it’ll show “How 

our tools were made and how they were used.” Grandmother says “Every community 

that should have [a museum], and there is enough communities in each area to support it 

without having one native community going to another native community. They could 
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have non-native communities coming to one, and still have it going all year round.” 

Grandmother sees the survival of culture in First Nation museums in each community.  

 

Technology and Indigenous Language  

ICT in the 21st century is mass-producing iBooks, accessible information, and is 

becoming our social media connection around the world. The use of ICT can help urban 

Mi’kmaq learn about their language, culture, and provide access to off-reserve 

Mi’kmaw. Grandmother makes it clear with the growing number of Indigenous people 

moving off the reserves for education and economic survival. There are tapes available 

and CDs in Mi’kmaq, using these sources can add to programs on television and on the 

radio. Grandmother was part of the Native Council, when they complied audio books, 

and recording tapes for each book. She said each audio book had three tapes. 

Grandmother was a translator and Mi’kmaq speaker on these tapes.  

 

Grandmother’s supporting language survival with the use of technology is a positive 

step for language resurgence. Grandmother says there is positivity in that drummers can 

use technology to record their songs on CDs. Grandmother believes technology is 

accessible to everyone by saying:  

There is a lot of technology out there that they can use, and they use it more 
today, like in the beginning technology was about cowboys and Indians. The 
good guys were the cowboys no matter what they stole and or what they did, 
they were good guys. The Indian was always the bad guy, but now the situation 
includes the roles being switched, most of the time now the Indians are the good 
guys.  

 
Even though there are a lot of positive options for revitalization, Grandmother says:  
 

The negatives of technology is if that you can depend on it too much. The 
government can stop information on it, if you have another means for getting 
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your information besides a certain technology like they have blackouts, like the 
South Dakota crisis, in Pine Ridge. The government put a black out on all the 
news, nobody knew what was going on down there. That’s when it hurts us and I 
think they did that in Ottawa with Oka, so nobody knew what was going on.  
 

Having witnessed marginalization through the use of technology, my Grandmother 

seldom uses her cellphone, and only watches the news on TV to see what is going on in 

the rest of the world. Grandmother works with another teacher, and she describes what 

he does:  

He uses the smart board, [which] has the native programs on it. The computer 
has the native programs, and they go up on the smart board, so he does not have 
to do all that writing. He uses it to teach the pronunciations that I help with, and 
the smart boards do not provide the sounds.  
 

Grandmother explains that the use of the smart board in classrooms assists teachers with 

showing the Mi’kmaq language, and she believes having the audio pronunciations 

available for speaking practices would help us better learn and understand the language.  

 

Grandmother says it all depends how you use technology, how you access technology 

for education. She also says that technology can just sit there and do nothing for you if 

you are not interested in using it as a tool for resurgence. She says the language 

continues to shorten and is not keeping up with the flow and changes occurring on 

mother earth.  

 

Grandmother asks me, when you tell someone to sit down, what do you say? Me: “Pasi”, 

and Grandmother responds:  

That is only half of the word, kumko pasi, that’s the right way of saying it. No 
one is pronouncing the words or dragging the sounds. There are a lot of words 
that we do that way, and the kids think that nemej is any kind of fish, nemej is 
just fish, the word fish, it doesn’t describe them. If you don’t go fishing you lose 
all those words too… Laughs. When I first started teaching at Shubenacadie 
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School, the kids use to not speak the language. Today, we got pictures of fish out 
of books, salmon, gaspereau trout, flatfish, cod, and we put on the back what 
they were and what they were called in Mi’kmaw. A ‘peju’ cod, and how big the 
cod grows and where you find it. We laminate the cards, cut them out and put a 
metal paper clip on the mouth, scattered on the floor, we put the tables side ways 
and the kids used fishing rod ends with little fishing lines and a magnet, and cast. 
What fish they caught they would have to say it in Mi’kmaq, plamu – salmon, we 
made teams to make it more interesting, competing, ‘katow’ eel, trout 
‘autqawsu’, bass ‘jikow’. We did all those, then we had a monopoly game, leave 
it blank and add in the community, band office, church, priest house and what is 
in the community, they played and liked it. If you got on the stop, you go to the 
band office pick up a five-dollar check and pay your fine at the police 
station…laughs! We made games up like that, and kids liked it. Then we had 
powwow bingo games, all the words that are connected to a powwow, jingle 
dress, shawl, scared fire, moccasins, everything that you will hear the words. We 
made one for animals in the woods, farm animals in the barn, and kids like 
playing them.  
 

Grandmother talks about how easily our language and culture can be shared in the 

classroom. It takes commitment to teach the language and to engage the children, 

making learning Mi’kmaq fun.  

 

Discussion and Conclusion 

My initial discussion with my Grandmother identified five themes for speaking with my 

Elders about technology and how it is proposed for language and cultural preservation 

and resurgence. I used these themes to conduct analysis of the interview transcript: 1. 

Building Relations with Elders and Youth; 2. Experience Learning Mi’kmaq; 3. 

Revitalization of Mi’kmaq Language; 4. Language of the Land; and 5. Using 

Technology for Mi’kmaq Language & Culture Preservation. The themes discussed in the 

literature review, along with my Grandmother’s stories have both identified how 

technology can be used in the classroom for supporting Mi’kmaq language and cultural 

resurgence for maintaining, recovering, and reclaiming.  
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Although my paper is based on data from one interview, Grandmother’s stories explored 

the topics in an appropriate way and gives guidance for a larger study. Speaking about 

language and cultural revitalization and preservation are complex issues with no simple 

answer. According to Kovach, Indigenous knowledges are holistic and encompass 

knowledge sources that Western science may not acknowledge as legitimate (2012, 

p.147). My Grandmother discusses the importance of language and its connection to the 

land by describing how the use of our language is embedded in the movement of the 

land and how Mi’kmaq culture is retained through learning with the land/on the land.  

 
Young people are interested in technology, (i.e. IPads, IPhones, and Internet. Digital 

ICT) so technology must fit in to language use within the classrooms. Technology is a 

great tool for language revitalization but it is important to note that there are limitations 

that do not fully contextualize the language. My Grandmother points out that it takes 

cultural participation and hands-on experience to understand the depth of the language’s 

vocabulary, and right now, our youth are experiencing a disconnection from land, 

culture, and community (Corntassel, 2012).  

 

As a result of Grandmother’s seldom use of technology, she maintains her understanding 

of how it works by working with another teacher. She particularly likes how the teacher 

she works with uses smart boards. Smart boards are beneficial in teaching the language. 

Grandmother pointed out how Mi’kmaq programs for smart boards would be highly 

effective if they came with sounds for pronunciations of Mi’kmaw words to assist in 

language preservation and resurgence. Grandmother believed this would be just like the 

audio recordings she has done in the past with the Halifax Mi’kmaq Friendship Center. 
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These audio recording were read along for books, and similar audio recordings would be 

perfect programs for smart board teaching. Using technology for language and culture 

preservation and resurgence are important for inclusive Indigenous Educational 

curriculum. Effective use of technology can be the first step of maintaining, recovering, 

and reclaiming our Mi’kmaq language because language carries culture (Smith, 2012, 

p.38). 

 

In moving forward from one interview, I believe Grandmother’s stories are influential in 

my thesis dissertation. Her stories are a reminder that an Indigenous language is 

recovered through the use of it in everyday practices. The Western educational system in 

Canada must begin to recognize the distinct nations, tribes, clans, and Indigenous groups 

within and around traditional territories. The recognition of land by Indigenous 

boundaries will help increase pride in language resurgence for the next seven 

generations to come. As Grandmother points out, intergenerational relationships, and 

building relationships between youth and Elders, will help language resurgence in the 

communities and in the classroom. There is much work to be done for the preservation 

of the Mi’kmaq language.  

 

By using an Indigenous approach to understanding the importance of oral traditions and 

storytelling that are scripted into Indigenous auto-ethnography, I will use my 

Grandmothers’ stories to assist me in my direction forward with language recovery and 

resurgence. 
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Abstract!
"
Colonialism"has"assimilated"and"suppressed"Indigenous"languages"across"Turtle"
Island,"North"America."A"resurgence"of"language"is"needed"for"First"Nation"learners"
and"educators"and"this"resurgence"is"required"if"we"are"going"to"revitalize,"recover"
and"reclaim"Indigenous"languages."The"existing"actions"occurring"within"
Indigenous"communities"contributing"to"language"resurgence"include"immersion"
schools."Eskasoni"First"Nation"opened"its"doors"in"September"2015"to"a"full"
immersion"school"separate"from"the"English"speaking"educational"centers."This"
move"follows"the"introduction"of"Mi'kmaq"immersion"over"ten"years"earlier"within"
the"English"speaking"school"in"the"community.""The"Mi’kmaw"immersion"school"
includes"the"Ta’n"L’nuey"EtlUmawlukwatmumk"Mi’kmaw"Curriculum"Development"
Centre"that"assists"educators"in"translating"educational"curriculum"from"the"
dominant"English"language"to"Mi’kmaq."In"this"paper,"stories"are"shared"about"the"
Eskasoni"immersion"program’s"actions"towards"language"resurgence"through"a"
desireUbased"lens,"based"on"rich"narratives"from"three"Mi’kmaw"immersion"
educators."
"
Keywords:*Mi’kmaq"language"immersion,"immersion"schools,"language"resurgence"
"
Introduction*"

Language'is'the'soul'of'the'people;'
Wsitunn"na"wjijaqmijual"wskwijinu’k"
Language'is'the'mind'of'the'people;'

Wsitunn"na"ta’n"telte’tmi’tij"wskwijinu’k"
Language'is'the'spirit'of'the'people'

Wsitunn"na"mlki"U"ktlamsutimuow"wskwijinu’k"
"

In"identifying"the"importance"of"language"resurgence"in"the"face"of"settler"

colonialism,"First"Nations"have"turned"to"their"own"communities"for"the"survival,"

retention,"revitalization"and"reclaiming"of"Indigenous"languages."This"paper"is"a"
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study"of"the"Mi’kmaq"Immersion"School"in"Eskasoni"First"Nation"in"Una’maki"(Cape"

Breton,"N.S.)."""

"

In"1996,"St."Thomas"University"in"Fredericton,"New"Brunswick"offered"a"certificate"

course"on"Immersion"Pedagogy."Mi’kmaq"immersion"educators"took"interest"right"

away"in"this"course"as"the"Eskasoni"school"board"members"saw"a"need"to"teach"our"

Mi’kmaq"children"in"their"first"language."It"was"an"era"when"our"Indigenous"Nations"

would"take"control"of"our"education"through"a"policy"called"First"Nations"Control"of"

First"Nation"Education"(Assembly"of"First"Nations,"2010)."During"this"time,"the"

Eskasoni"school"board"director"sent"three"immersion"educators"to"take"the"St."

Thomas’"Immersion"Pedagogy"with"plans"to"initiate"a"program"in"Eskasoni.""

"

In"1999,"the"Eskasoni"school"board"started"a"pilot"project"to"have"students"taught"in"

Mi’kmaq."The"immersion"pilot"program"was"initiated"to"accommodate"a"small"

number"of"students"from"kindergarten"to"grade"three."Once"Eskasoni"parents"found"

out"that"there"was"an"immersion"program"offered"and"many"parents"wanted"their"

children"to"take"part."The"immersion"program"was"offered"in"the"same"building"as"

the"EnglishUlanguage"school"in"the"community."

"

In"September"2015,"the"immersion"program"opened"its"doors"in"its"own"separate"

building,"teaching"kindergarten"to"grade"four"in"Mi'kmaq"with"128"students."The"

students"stay"for"lunch"and"are"immersed"in"Mi’kmaq"all"day."The"Eskasoni"

immersion"school"is"supported"by"the"school"board"and"the"community.""Mi’kmaq"
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Kina’matnewey"(MK),"the"education"consultant,"has"been"a"huge"support"to"the"

immersion"school,"providing"access"to"ideas"and"materials"that"immersion"

educators"can"use"instead"of"English"materials."

"

Eskasoni"educators"see"their"own"immersion"program"becoming"more"successful"

because"of"being"separate"and"away"from"the"influence"of"the"dominant"English"

language."The"Eskasoni"educators"visualize"the"immersion"program"moving"up"to"

higher"grades"in"the"near"future.""

"

The"Eskasoni"principal"has"had"this"dream"of"having"an"immersion"program"even"

before"she"started"teaching"and"she"has"never"imagined"that"they"would"ever"have"

their"own"building."Her"only"regret"is"that"she"wishes"her"own"children"had"had"the"

chance"to"experience"this,"but"in"a"way,"she"is"grateful"that"she"taught"them"to"speak"

Mi’kmaq"right"from"birth"and"within"her"home.""

"

It"is"through"establishing"Indigenous"(Mi’kmaq2)"immersion"schools,"language"

programs,"and"language"applications"that"we"are"reminded"of"the"importance"of"

Indigenous3,"First"Nations,"Aboriginal,"Native"and"Indian"language"survival."

"

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
2"Mi’kmaq"refers"to"singular,"and"Mi’kmaw"refers"to"the"nation"or"people.""
3"There"are"many"terms"that"identify"First"Nation"peoples"of"Canada"today"in"
academia"and"government"legislation."In"this"paper,"I"will"use"the"term"Mi’kmaq"
and"Indigenous"interchangeably"and"they"refer"to"Aboriginal,"First"Nations,"Native"
and"Indian"in"context."
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This"paper"is"important"as"it"addresses"the"existing"actions"occurring"within"

Mi’kmaw"territory"that"contribute"towards"developing"sustainable"tools"in"

language"resurgence"for"the"future"generations."In"this"research"we"use"Indigenous"

autoUethnographic"narratives"(Whitinui,"2014)"explicit"to"Indigenous"ways"of"

knowing."Our"conversations"with"the"Eskasoni"Immersion"school"educators"were"

conducted"in"an"ethical"and"culturally"appropriate"manner,"drawing"on"knowledge"

of"protocol"and"cultural"understanding"of"community."

*

Context*and*Background*

A"review"of"the"literature"supporting"language"resurgence"in"Mi’kmaq"immersion"

programs"and"schools"identified"five"theoretical"areas."The"five"theoretical"areas"

are"1)"cultural"and"language"survival,"2)"pedagogy"of"the"land,"3)"community"

involvement"and"supportive"actions,"4)"importance"of"immersion"schools"and"

Indigenous"educators,"and"5)"finding"a"balance"using"technology."The"literature"

supports"actions"within"Indigenous"communities"contributing"to"Indigenous"

language"resurgence."Research"provides"support"for"the"Mi’kmaq"immersion"

schools"that"support"Mi’kmaq"language"resurgence"in"the"21st"century.""

"

Cultural"and"Language"Survival""

There"is"a"spiritual"and"cultural"presence"in"the"survival"of"language"that"

Indigenous"and"Mi’kmaq"people"feel"and"understand."These"feelings"include"the"

sacred"respect"denoted"within"the"language,"and"within"our"creation"stories,"our"

existence"and"ways"of"knowing."Indigenous"languages"have"a"relationship"with"the"
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land,"spirits,"and"the"environment"that"exists"within"these"feelings"today."An"

interconnected"holistic"energy"flows"through"Indigenous"languages,"providing"

instruction"for"our"spiritual"survival"and"connection"to"our"ancestors"and"the"land"

(Battiste,"1998;"George,"2015;"Metallic,"2008;"Simpson"2008)."

"

In"the"21st"century,"the"fluent"Mi’kmaw"speakers"in"our"communities"are"primarily"

our"Elders"here"in"the"Atlantic"provinces,"and"only"a"small"number"of"those"

categorized"as"the"seventh"generation"have"gained"fluency"(Julian,"2014)."Language"

survival"in"the"face"of"linguicide"is"confronted"when"Indigenous"communities"adopt"

aggressive"programs"to"teach,"revive,"reclaim,"and"speak"their"Indigenous"

languages"(Bear"Nicholas,"2008;"Perley,"2011;"Simpson,"2008)."Language"recovery"

becomes"the"most"significant"factor"in"the"restoration,"regeneration,"and"survival"of"

Indigenous"knowledges"that"are"the"most"in"danger"of"extinction"today"(Battiste,"

2010;"Perley"2011)."Perley"shares"staggering"statistics"that"frame"linguistic"

imperialism"in"Canada:""

That"of"the"53"distinct"Native"Languages"in"Canada,"only"three"(3)"have"a"
chance"of"surviving"the"next"ten"years,"eight"(8)"are"facing"extinction,"
twentyUnine"(29)"are"deteriorating"very"rapidly,"and"thirteen"(13)"are"
moderately"endangered."(Perley,"2011,"p."39).""
"

Language"survival"represents"the"responsibility"of"the"current"generation"and"our"

allies"to"educate"Indigenous"children"in"our"first"language,"thus,"ensuring"the"

survival"of"our"way"of"life"and"culture."

"

"

"
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Pedagogy"of"the"Land"

For"language"resurgence"to"be"successful"within"Mi’kmaq"territory,"the"language"of"

the"land"must"become"desirable"through"interUgenerational"learning"about"living"

off"and"learning"from"the"land."The"land"becomes"a"respectable"resource"for"young"

and"new"language"learners"to"reclaim,"rebuild,"and"learn"Mi’kmaq.""

"

Here"on"Mi’kma’ki"(within"the"Atlantic"Provinces,"Quebec,"and"Maine)"the"Mi’kmaq"

language"remains"vital"because"of"our"relationship"with"the"land."The"land,"Mother"

Earth,"Turtle"Island,"and"the"lands"of"North"America"are"the"vehicle"for"Indigenous"

language"survival."As"we"take"seriously"our"responsibility"within"land"pedagogy,"we"

are"reminded"that"as"long"as"we"take"care"of"the"land,"the"land"will"take"care"of"us"

and"the"next"seven"generations"to"come."Indigenous"ways"of"knowing"respects"that"

the"land"is"a"gift"given"to"us"from"the"Creator,"Niskam"(Battiste,"2013;"Metallic,"

2008;"Simpson,"2008)."" "

"

Community"Involvement"and"Supportive"Actions"

The"process"of"community"and"elder"involvement"brings"together"the"language"

speaker"and"learner,"children,"Elders"and"families"within"a"home"to"restore"

language"and"creates"language"nests"within"communities"(Pitawanakwat,"2008;"

Simpson,"2008)."A"language"nest"is"one"way"of"how"interUgenerations"transfer"and"

restore"Indigenous"languages.""

"
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A"thriving"First"Nation"community"uses"its"language"as"a"source"of"nationhood"

(Alfred,"1999;"Grande,"2004)."In"Mi’kma’ki"(Mi’kmaq"territory),"we"believe"that"

Mi’kmaw"should"be"made"the"official"language"within"each"community"and"one"of"

the"official"languages"in"the"provincial"legislature."This"would"make"teaching,"

learning,"and"speaking"the"Mi’kmaq"language"a"priority.""

"

Importance"of"Immersion"Schools"and"Indigenous"Educators""

Mi’kmaw"immersion"schools"began"in"1997"with"the"support"of"Mi’kmaw"

Kina’matnewey"(MK)."MK"represents"and"advocates"for"the"educational"interest"of"

the"Mi’kmaw"communities"across"most"of"Nova"Scotia."MK"protects"the"educational"

and"Mi’kmaw"language"rights"of"the"Mi’kmaq"people"through"Mi’kmaq"language"

resurgence.""

"

Indigenous"immersion"schools"from"kindergarten"to"Grade"3"provide"fundamental"

prerequisites"for"Indigenous"education"and"language"resurgence."Language"efforts,"

planning,"and"organization"in"creating"successful"immersion"schools"require"

community"involvement"at"the"grass"roots"level,"Indigenous"frameworks"and"

resources.""

"

Both"Battiste"(2013)"and"Simpson"(2014)"assert"the"fostering"of"a"strong"

generation"of"Elders,"by"having"our"languages"taught"for"decades"(not"just"weeks"at"

a"time)"in"schools"or"universities."Rather,"more"than"700"hours"of"immersion"at"a"

minimum"is"needed"for"students"to"become"fluent.""
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Indigenous"educators"speak"and"write"about"the"importance"of"Indigenous"

language"resurgence,"only"then"to"go"on"and"speak"and"write"entirely"in"English"

(Battiste,"2008;"Grande,"2004;"Wilson,"2008)."Identifying"this"form"of"cognitive"

imperialism"in"the"field"of"Education"reminds"us,"as"Indigenous"educators,"of"the"

importance"of"teaching"and"speaking"in"our"Indigenous"languages."Grande"(2004)"

says"we"need"to"turn"to"our"own"people,"our"own"educators"in"our"communities,"to"

recognize"the"value"of"indigenous"knowledge"and"ways"of"knowing."Aboriginal"

languages"are"irreplaceable"resources"in"any"educational"reforms.""

"

Finding"a"Balance"using"Technology"

Technology"is"becoming"a"widely"used"device"within"classrooms"in"the"21st"century."

The"Eskasoni"immersion"school"is"pioneering"the"use"of"a"number"of"technological"

resources"in"Mi'kmaq.""It"is"common"to"see"the"use"of"IPADs"and"smart"phones"

rather"than"books,"although"schools"today"have"not"stopped"using"books"totally,"but"

few"of"these"are"in"languages"other"than"English"in"English"speaking"provinces."

Research"on"distance"education"provided"through"technology"in"a"Mi’kmaq"

community"in"Elsipogtog,"N.B."highlighted"the"importance"of"finding"a"balance"of"

the"right"kind"of"technologies"to"meet"the"community"needs"(Simon,"Burton,"

Lockhart,"&"O’Donnell,"2014)."Using"technology"within"Mi’kmaq"immersion"schools"

creates"a"virtual"language"nest"for"sharing"digital"resources,"language"materials,"

and"utilizing"interactive"talking"dictionaries"and"language"applications"across"

Mi’kma’ki.""
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"

The"Indigenous"educators"in"the"immersion"school"are"committed"to"finding"a"

balance"using"technology."Finding"ways"to"transmit"the"Mi'kmaq"language"into"

digital"resources"ensures"that"the"future"generations"will"have"access"to"Mi'kmaq,"

the"culture,"and"identity,"and"ensures"the"interconnection"with"our"Elders'"oral"

stories"and"teachings.""

"

However,"Simpson"(2008)"warns"us"about"modern"technology"and"how"it"continues"

to"be"toxic"to"Mother"Earth"and"our"environment."Indigenous"knowledge"and"

language"production"requires"increasingly"larger"amounts"of"resources,"computers,"

highUtech"equipment,"and"digital"libraries"that"make"them"accessible"outside"the"

communities."""""Digital"technologies"are"also"a"requirement"for"research"projects"

and"necessary"for"the"growth"of"capitalism."Modern"technology"and"information"

and"communication"technologies"(ICT)"can"hinder"and"disembodies"Indigenous"

languages"(Bear"Nicholas,"2008;"Julian,"2014)."Therefore,"we"need"to"be"reflective"

in"how"we"use"technology"to"support"language"resurgence."

"

Modern"technology"can"give"members"of"First"Nations"communities"the"

opportunity"to"hear"the"language"in"their"homes"(Perley,"2011)"through"the"access"

of"television,"phones,"IPADs,"social"media,"and"internet"and"this"is"worth"pursuing"if"

it"leads"to"a"strengthening"of"our"language"use"and"understanding."

"

"
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Summarizing"the"five"theoretical"areas""

A"large"number"of"Indigenous"children"in"Canada"are"still"effectively"learning"ONLY"

the"dominant"of"English"language"in"school."English"is"the"dominant"language"

mandated"by"force"of"law"in"most"regions"of"this"country"and"the"government"

policy"of"having"children"learn"only"the"‘official’"languages"of"Canada"creates"road"

blocks"as"we"attempt"to"work"towards"the"fight"against"of"language"genocide.""

"

Having"Mi’kmaq"immersion"schools"supported"by"communities"and"policies"is"

helping"the"Mi’kmaw"Nation"rebuild"and"revive"Indigenous"ways"of"knowing,"

language"and"cultural"identity."Today,"Indigenous"immersion"schools"are"

contributing"towards"language"resurgence"and"community"shared"resources"of"

food,"traditional"medicines,"clothing,"supplies,"teachings,"and"experiences.""

*

This*study*

This"study"explored"the"five"themes"described"previously"through"research"in"the"

Mi’kmaw"community"of"Eskasoni"First"Nation."In"this"research,"we"incorporated"

Indigenous"methodologies"congruent"with"Indigenous"paradigms."This"includes"

linguistic"elements"such"as"storytelling"and"oral"traditions"captured"in"documented"

transcripts"from"audioUrecorded"conversations."Indigenous"methodologies"are"

guided"by"Indigenous"ways"of"knowing"and"epistemologies"that"release"our"

dependency"on"Western"research"traditions"(Kovach,"2009;"Whitinui,"2014;"

Wilson,"2008)."According"to"Kovach"(2009)"and"Simpson"(2008),"Indigenous"

knowledge"is"already"embedded"in"the"language"and"all"we"need"to"do"is"learn"the"
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language."If"the"knowledge"is"released"through"learning"your"Indigenous"language"

so"we"can"better"understand"our"Elders,"our"Indigenous"ways"of"knowing"implore"

us"to"learn"the"language."

"

This"study"was"conducted"as"part"of"the"Atlantic"research"of"the"First"Nations"

Innovation"(FNI)"initiative"based"at"the"University"of"New"Brunswick."The"research"

framework"involved"a"review"by"Mi’kmaw"Ethics"Watch,"contacting"the"Eskasoni"

immersion"school"principal,"the"Eskasoni"Education"Director,"Eskasoni"Chief,"and"

the"Director"of"Mi’kmaw"Kina’matnewey"(the"Mi’kmaw"School"Board)"for"approval"

of"the"visit"and"research.""

"

Tuck"(2009)"illustrates"how"we"often"document"pain"or"loss"within"our"First"

Nations"communities"and"one"alternative"to"a"damageUcentered"approach"to"

research"is"to"craft"our"research"in"a"way"that"captures"desire"instead"of"damage."

Having"community"and"educator"involvement"in"this"paper"acknowledges"and"

celebrates"the"work"of"the"Eskasoni"First"Nation"to"support"Mi’kmaq"language"

resurgence.""

"

This"research"uses"Indigenous"autoUethnographic"narratives."Whitinui"(2014)"

refers"to"Indigenous"autoUethnography"as"a"culturally"informed"research"practice"

and"method"of"inquiry"that"is"explicit"to"Indigenous"ways"of"knowing."This"portion"

of"the"paper"depicts"analysis"of"the"transcripts"of"conversations"with"three"

Mi’kmaw"immersion"educators:"the"principal,"the"grade"two"teacher,"and"the"Ta'n"
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L'nuey"EtlUmawlukwatmumk"Mi'kmaw"Curriculum"Development"Centre"Educator"

(TLE)."To"ensure"a"culturally"preferred"means"of"communication,"the"interviews"

were"held"faceUtoUface"to"interact"with"Indigenous"educators"on"their"terms.""

"

We"discussed"the"diversity"of"Mi’kmaq"language"speakers,"benefits"and"challenges"

of"having"an"immersion"school,"what"the"future"looks"like"for"Mi’kmaq"immersion,"

and"how"technology"is"utilized"in"the"schools"and"classrooms."From"our"

conversations,"it"is"evident"that"Mi’kmaq"immersion"schools"are"required"to"

support"Mi’kmaq"language"resurgence"in"the"21st"century."The"findings"from"the"

three"conversations"with"immersion"educators"support"the"five"selected"themes.""

*

Learning*from*the*conversations**

Learning"with"the"land"

The"importance"of"nurturing"mother"earth,"Turtle"Island,"our"homelands"here"on"

Mi’kma'ki,"will"help"ensure"the"survival"of"our"languages."The"survival"of"our"

Mi’kmaw"language"are"scripted"in"the"movement"and"flow"of"mother"earth."

Pedagogy"of"the"land"and"land"is"pedagogy"teaches"us"that"land"provides"and"

demands"respect.""

"

The"educators"suggest"that"for"many"of"the"younger"generation,"their"relationships"

with"the"land"is"almost"nonexistent."When"the"immersion"educators"were"at"the"

English"school"in"the"community,"the"educators"were"told"to"stay"in"the"school,"and"
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had"few"opportunities"for"field"trips."Now"that"the"immersion"educators"are"in"their"

own"school,"they"want"to"take"the"students"outside"onto"the"land"more.""

"

Outdoor"education"is"needed,"they"say,""That’s"the"purpose"of"learning"the"

language,"when"it’s"useful"in"saying"the"words"describing"mother"earth"."One"of"the"

Eskasoni"educators"says""At"my"age,"I"am"forgetting"a"lot"of"Mi’kmaq"words,"there"is"

no"purpose"anymore".""

"

She"says"“If"I"went"to"go"pick"berries,"I"knew"every"plant"and"berry,"the"name"of"

every"part"of"the"tree,"I"grew"up"with"that."Lots"has"changed,"at"the"other"school,"

there"is"a"little"bush"there"with"blackberries"and"I’d"tell"the"kids"to"pick"them…"

times"have"changed…"apple"trees"are"full"of"apples"because"no"one"is"picking"them"

anymore,"all"these"little"traditions"are"no"longer"practiced."""

"

These"examples"describe"how"simple"steps"like"outdoor"classrooms"can"educate"

children"through"the"pedagogy"of"the"land"and"advance"the"survival"of"our"Mi’kmaw"

and"Indigenous"languages."The"results"of"colonialism"have"left"Indigenous"people"

understanding"and"feeling"the"urgency"and"action"for"restorative"education"

programs"and"immersion"schools.""

"

The"educators"within"the"Eskasoni"immersion"school"believe"this"is"the"first"time"in"

the"past"fifteen"years"that"there"is"so"much"content"being"delivered"in"the"Mi’kmaq"

language."The"immersion"school"continues"to"invite"community"members"to"come"
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in"as"guest"speakers,"showing"students"different"survival"skills"for"hunting"and"

surviving"on"the"land,"all"taught"in"the"Mi’kmaq"language."The"educators"contend"

"These"teachings"on"the"land"instill"respect"in"the"students"without"them"

recognizing"that"the"students"are"being"respectful"to"mother"earth"through"tobacco"

offerings"."The"students"learn"it"implicitly."To"date,"the"teachers"are"teaching"the"

Mi’kmaq"way"of"life"within"their"classrooms"through"the"language"and"noticed"that"

they"have"not"seen"any"major"discipline"problems.""Everyone"is"working"well"

together"and"the"students"as"well".""

"

Eskasoni"involvement"and"community"action"within""

Supportive"actions"are"required"in"discourses"of"decolonized"education"(Battiste,"

2013)."Decolonized"education"confronts"hidden"racism,"colonialism,"cognitive,"

cultural"and"linguistic"imperialism"in"modern"curriculum."Decolonization"

reconciles"contemporary"education"without"imposing"Eurocentrism"on"Indigenous"

peoples"and"our"ways"of"knowing."Decolonization"allows"for"both"Indigenous"and"

nonUIndigenous"students"to"understand"theory"and"research"from"an"Indigenous"

perspective."Decolonizing"actions"demonstrate"that"we"can"no"longer"deny"

Indigenous"peoples’"knowledge"of"our"languages"and"cultural"practices"within"

education"and"institutions."!

"

Having"a"Mi’kmaq"educational"system"characterized"by"community"members"and"

Elder"involvement"is"a"powerful"example"of"language"resurgence"in"Eskasoni."

Community"members"are"providing"resources"for"how"languages"should"be"used,"
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recovered,"and"taught"within"immersion"schools."As"the"principal"said,""Since"the"

school"opened"its"doors,"the"immersion"school"has"done"what"we"could"not"do"at"

our"previous"school."We"can"focus"on"community"people"and"bring"in"speakers."

Elders"want"to"come"see"the"school"and"speak"to"the"students"."The"grade"two"

teacher"described"how""We’ve"had"our"own"veteran"services"and"Nitap"(friend)"

Day,"and"we’ve"celebrated"with"Mi’kmaw"dancers"and"drummers".""As"the"TLE"

educator"said,""The"education"at"the"immersion"school"is"becoming"more"

meaningful"and"spiritual"for"students,"teachers,"and"community"members.""

"

The"educators"of"the"Eskasoni"immersion"school"would"like"an"even"stronger"input"

from"the"community."One"educator"noticed"that""Parents"who"bring"their"children"

to"immersion,"and"who"are"fluent"themselves,"continue"to"speak"to"their"children"in"

English"rather"than"Mi’kmaq."This"needs"to"change"."Educators"who"have"fluent"

speaking"children"have"to"be"constantly"reminded:"l’nu’isit,"(speak"in"Mi’kmaq)."

One"educator"questioned:"“Why"can’t"parents"get"a"kick"out"of"hearing"their"own"

kids"or"grandkids"speaking"Mi’kmaq."That’s"the"reality"right"now.”"The"principal"

feels"that""If"the"community"and"band"council"decided"to"have"an"emergency"

meeting"to"let"the"people"know"the"state"of"the"language,"maybe"then,"there"would"

be"a"difference"in"community"action.""

"

Supportive"action"comes"from"both"within"and"outside"the"school."From"the"

outside,"some"nonUnatives"living"in"Eskasoni"take"an"interest"in"the"culture"and"

language"and"speak"better"than"the"people"who"are"Mi’kmaq.""Supportive"actions"
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within"the"community"are"depicted"in"the"street"signs"saying"Naqa’si"(STOP),"so"

that’s"one"step"."Another"action"in"Eskasoni"includes"translating"the"street"signs"

into"Mi’kmaq,"but"that"generated"complaints"by"the"ambulance"services"indicating"

that"they"could"not"find"people"because"the"signs"are"not"readable"not"being"in"

English.""

"

Outside"of"the"immersion"school,"Mi’kmaq"Kina’matnewey"(MK)"is"doing"a"great"

deal"of"work"in"language"resurgence."MK"is"initiating"a"master"apprentice"program"

where"they"connect"a"fluent"speaker"with"a"learning"speaker,"and"the"speaker"and"

learner"spend"so"many"hours"per"week"together,"learning"the"language."As"time"

goes"by,"the"intention"is"that"the"apprentices"can"use"their"certificates"to"teach"the"

language.""

"

Importance"of"the"Eskasoni"immersion"school""

The"benefits"of"having"a"Mi’kmaw"immersion"school"is"that"it"is"providing"a"safe"

place"for"Mi'kmaq"speakers,"where"all"day"long"you"are"exposed"to"Mi’kmaq"

language,"in"the"hallways,"in"the"classrooms"and"outside"for"between"five"and"six"

hours"a"day."Students"converse"in"Mi’kmaq"from"the"time"they"come"into"the"school"

doors"until"they"leave."

"

One"of"the"educators"has"been"teaching"for"thirty"years,"and"said""Thirty"years"ago,"

you"never"heard"English"in"the"hallways,"you"never"heard"it"anywhere,"just"in"the"

classroom."Now"it’s"switched."You"can"hear"the"students"speaking"English"even"
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though"they"are"in"the"immersion"school,"but"as"soon"as"the"students"are"told"

l’nu’isi"(Speak"Mi’kmaq),"they"begin"speaking"in"Mi’kmaq.”"As"Mi’kmaq"educators,"

"it"is"necessary"at"times"to"remind"the"immersion"students"how"important"it"is"to"

speak"in"Mi’kmaq."Having"this"new"immersion"school"is"an"enriching"activity"and"

enriching"experiences"for"the"students"themselves".""

"

When"the"immersion"school"was"a"part"of"the"English"speaking"school"in"Eskasoni,"

the"school"announcements"were"in"English."The"staff,"both"Native"and"nonUNative"

spoke"English."The"immersion"teachers"felt"that"their"language"was"not"important,"

and"English"was"always"the"main"language"being"spoken."At"the"English"school,"

English"is"so"strong"that"as"soon"as"students"leave"the"immersion"program,"the"

students"begin"speaking"English"again."This"is"discouraging"for"immersion"teachers"

and"community"members"who"would"like"to"see"immersion"go"to"grade"12.""

"

Inside"the"immersion"school"is"the"Ta’n"L’nuey"EtlUmawlukwatmumk"Mi’kmaw"

curriculum"development"unit."In"this"unit,"the"Mi’kmaw"educators"have"teachers"

coming"to"them"to"produce"and"translate"material"in"Mi’kmaq."The"curriculum"

developer"says,"“I"admire"the"teachers"in"the"immersion"program"because"our"

teachers"are"a"cohesive"staff."The"teachers"do"a"great"deal"of"work"outside"the"

classroom,"they"support"each"other"in"developing"their"materials,"and"ensure"

material"and"classrooms"looks"professional"vs."hand"written."The"teachers"are"

meeting"the"needs"of"emergent"speakers,"but"also"identifying"that"they"need"extra"

support"."
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"

"The"TLE"educators"help"translate"spelling"books,"for"example,"a"primary"English"

spelling"book"would"translate"into"a"grade"3"or"4"Mi’kmaq"spelling"book"with"the"

vocabulary"and"content."In"Mi’kmaq,"there"are"only"a"handful"of"words"with"only"a"

few"letters,"and"the"rest"are"words"with"multiple"letters,"for"example"red"is"

'mekwe’k',"and"green"is"'stoqnamu’k'."The"language"itself"is"sophisticated"and"

complex."Mi’kmaq"is"a"verb"oriented"language,"the"words"themselves"might"be"half"

verb,"a"pronoun,"and"the"object"all"embedded"into"one"word,"like"‘nemi’atl’"(he"or"

she"sees"him"or"her),"the"word"is"all"in"one,"you"don’t"need"‘nin’"(me)"or"‘nkem’"(him"

or"her);"it’s"all"in"that"verb."Both"the"immersion"schoolteachers"and"TLE"educators"

must"do"a"great"deal"to"promote"the"Mi’kmaq"language"in"all"its'"complexities,"and"

really"have"to"work"on"the"spoken"language"in"particular"in"order"to"ensure"it"

continues"into"the"next"generation."""

"

The"challenges"within"the"new"immersion"school"include"access"to"materials,"

curriculum"documents,"subjects,"worksheets,"and"lesson"plans"in"Mi’kmaq."The"

immersion"teachers"cannot"simply"access"the"provincial"schoolbook"bureau"to"

order"these"books."With"the"help"of"TLE,"teachers"are"producing"material,"

translating,"and"finding"innovative"ways"to"teach"Mi’kmaq."Math"is"a"tricky"subject,"

it"is"a"huge"undertaken"to"translate"and"transcribe"a"math"book,"and"expect"the"

teachers"to"do"this"and"teach"as"well."Currently"in"the"math"program,"students"learn"

a"great"deal"of"Mi'kmaq"vocabulary"but"need"to"keep"the"English"vocabulary"for"
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words"that"don't"exist"in"Mi'kmaq,"for"example,"when"the"teacher"teaches"math,"

they"need"to"include"English"words"for"equal,"odd,"even,"estimate,"and"balance.""

!

Finding"a"balance"using"technology"

Since"Eskasoni"opened"their"new"school,"the"educators"say"they"are"in"need"of"

additional"technology,"i.e."smart"boards,"iPads,"and"laptops."Both"teachers"and"

students"feel"they"would"benefit"as"they"will"have"access"to"websites"like"First"

Nations"helpdesk"and"MK"to"look"at"their"online"apps,"songs,"dictionaries,"and"

books"in"Mi’kmaq."The"students"are"building"their"language"vocabulary"with"digital"

media."There"are"still"a"couple"of"immersion"teachers"still"using"older"technology"

like"the"Language"Master,"a"device"that"has"a"card"you"insert"with"a"sentence"in"

Mi’kmaq"that"the"students"will"repeat"as"the"device"reads"the"card."The"Eskasoni"

immersion"school"has"a"graphic"artist"in"TLE"who"is"able"to"produce"digitized"

artwork"to"go"with"published"books.""

"

The"challenges"with"relying"on"technology"to"learn"Mi’kmaq"for"new"learners"is"that"

it"is"not"the"same"as"having"a"resource"or"fluent"teachers"in"front"of"you,"to"whom"

you"can"ask"different"questions"versus"the"new"learners"simply"repeating"words."

One"of"the"Eskasoni"educators"often"finds"the"online"Mi’kmaq"dictionaries"are"

missing"words,"or"the"words"are"not"accurate"because"they"are"in"a"different"dialect."

It"would"be"beneficial"if"you"could"access"the"different"dialects"on"the"online"

Mi’kmaq"dictionaries,"making"it"more"accessible"for"all"Mi’kma’ki."

"
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Finding"a"balance"in"using"technology"is"locating"and"identifying"the"continued"

enrichment"available,"like"video"recordings."Since"the"Eskasoni"immersion"school"

began,"they"have"been"recording"events,"drumming"and"dancing,"ko’jua"dancing,"

and"arts"and"crafts"like"basket"weaving."The"grade"two"teacher"described,""Videos"

are"valuable"in"the"classrooms"as"the"students"can"be"revisited,"and"for"younger"

students,"they"will"see"their"family,"their"cousins,"or"themselves"in"them."Videos"

help"enrich"and"inform"and"educate"the"community"as"well".""

"

In"Eskasoni,"they"have"a"community"television"channel,"where"videos"can"be"shared"

for"parents"and"community"members"to"watch"classes"of"immersion"students"

speaking"Mi’kmaq,"learning"to"Ko’jua,"or"singing"and"chanting"the"honour"song"in"

Mi’kmaq."The"Ko’jua"is"a"traditional"dance"to"the"Mi’kmaq"and"the"Ko’jua"songs"

were"sung"using"a"ji’kmaqn"(split"ash"splints"bound"together"at"one"end).""

"

To"ensure"that"the"immersion"teachers"are"up"to"date"with"technology,"MK"has"

helped"teachers"with"professional"development"courses"on"how"to"turn"digitized"

recordings"into"online"books"for"Mi’kmaq"material"development."For"example,"the"

TLE"educator"explained,""These"ways"of"using"technology"are"successful"when"

teachers"record"Elders"in"the"community"sharing"old"stories"and"traditions"in"

Mi’kmaq"that"can"be"accessed"later"by"the"students"as"digital"online"books".""

"

"

"
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Cultural"and"language"survival"in"Mi’kmaq"communities""

Indigenous"languages"are"the"most"important"component"to"the"survival"of"

Indigenous"knowledges,"ways"of"knowing,"cultural"practices,"land"based"

pedagogies,"and"connection"to"the"spirit"world."According"to"Battiste"(2013),"it"is"

through"the"sharing"and"survival"of"Indigenous"languages"that"we"create"an"

Indigenous"cognitive"experience,"understanding,"and"legacy"of"Aboriginal"life.""

"

Language"is"the"central"source"of"spiritual"and"cultural"survival."Sacred"prophecies"

are"sacred"predictions"that"foretold"that"our"seventh"generation,"the"generation"

that"are"now"educators"in"the"21st"century,"hold"the"responsibilities"of"language"

resurgence,"and"the"eighth"generation"will"continue"language"survival"for"the"next"

seven"generations"to"come"(Simpson,"2008)."As"the"grade"two"teacher"said""We"

need"to"keep"in"mind"that"in"the"generations"before"us,"language"educators"were"

referred"to"as"pioneer"teachers,"the"hard"knock"teachers,"and"they"were"really"

enthused"about"using"the"language"and"getting"the"children"to"speak"the"language"."

The"principal"said,""Teachers"today"in"the"immersion"school"are"young"speakers,"

the"young"generation,"they"are"still"learning"the"language"and"must"be"reminded"to"

be"persistent"in"getting"the"kids"to"speak"the"Mi’kmaq"language".""

"

Strong"culture"and"language"in"education"embeds"pride"in"students"and"builds"

confidence"in"their"speaking"and"motor"skills."Teaching"the"language"within"

immersion"schools"makes"both"students"and"teachers"more"culturally"aware."As"the"

TLE"educator"stated,""The"students"are"learning"the"language,"they"are"learning"the"
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culture,"values,"customs"and"traditions"that"they"are"not"getting"in"a"regular"English"

curriculum."Mi’kmaq"students"studying"in"a"Nova"Scotia"Social"Studies"course"only"

receive"minimal"information"on"their"history"and"culture,"whereas"in"an"immersion"

school,"students"are"not"only"getting"a"language"but"also"learning"their"way"of"life,"

their"history;"they"are"getting"a"wellUrounded"Mi’kmaw"education"and"they"are"

learning"about"themselves".""

"

The"English"language"has"become"the"predominantly"used"language"in"Mi’kmaq"

communities"over"the"last"two"or"more"generations."Immersion"programming"is"

one"effective"method"to"language"retention,"revitalization,"and"resurgence"and"

creating"fluent"language"speakers"that"has"proven"successful."The"Eskasoni"

immersion"school"is"now"the"language"nest"for"Eskasoni"and"its'"early"childhood"

fluent"speakers.""

"

In"Mi’kma'ki,"the"Mi’kmaq"language"has"distinct"dialects"across"the"seven"districts:"

one"is"that"of"Smith"Francis"and"one"is"that"of"the"Pacifique"way"that"created"by"

Elder"Milliea,"who"was"in"charge"of"teaching"the"writing"system."The"school"

principal"reminds"us"that,""This"distinction"has"added"confusion"when"we"share"

material"across"the"districts"within"immersion"schools."The"Mi’kmaq"language"

spoken"three"to"five"generations"ago"can"now"be"heard"as"old"Mi’kmaq."Although"

there"is"a"distinction"between"the"writing"systems"and"dialects,"teachers"do"not"see"

anything"wrong"with"that"because"now,"the"important"part"is"ensuring"the"students"

are"speaking"the"Mi’kmaq"language"."
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*

Discussion*and*Conclusion*

This"study"with"the"Eskasoni"immersion"school"helps"develop"new"understandings"

of"these"five"theoretical"themes"for"framing"language"resurgence."These"themes"

further"enrich"and"grasp"what"language"resurgence"means.""

"

Through"the"Eskasoni"immersion"school,"teachers"are"educating"in"the"Mi’kmaq"

language,"and"through"the"language,"children"are"learning"not"to"be"ashamed"of"

being"Mi’kmaq."The"language"teaches"cultural"pride,"values,"customs,"respect"for"

our"history"and"builds"towards"the"future"of"the"next"seven"generations"to"come.""

"

It"is"relevant"for"Mi’kmaq"communities"to"celebrate"the"success"of"the"Eskasoni"

First"Nation"as"they"pave"the"way"for"future"Mi’kmaq"immersion"schools,"Mi’kmaq"

curriculum,"and"the"building"of"content"and"material."The"Eskasoni"immersion"

school"is"contributing"to"the"larger"Mi’kmaq"territory"by"ensuring"we"have"Mi’kmaq"

speakers"in"the"21st"century.""

"

As"a"Mi’kmaq"Nation,"our"language"may"be"facing"extinction"among"other"

Indigenous"language"across"Turtle"Island,"North"America."The"dominant"English"

language"is"everywhere"and"immersion"schools"within"our"Mi’kmaq"communities"

provide"one"step"toward"ensuring"the"survival"of"our"Nation."This"study"intends"to"

encourage"all"Indigenous"peoples"who"are"striving"to"save"their"language"by"

building"language"nests"and"take"action"through"initiating"immersion"schools.""
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Mi’kmaq Language Resurgence in the face of Settler Colonialism 
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Abstract 
Colonialism has assimilated and suppressed Indigenous languages across Mi’kmaq 
Territory on the Eastern coast of Canada. Language learners and linguists now see the 
need for a resurgence of Indigenous languages across Turtle Island, North America. The 
continued influences of assimilation by white privilege have systematically suppressed 
Aboriginal identity, Indigenous languages and cultures resulting in a need for resurgence 
and revitalization. Thus, the rehabilitation and acts of renewal and remembrance, 
through relationship building with the land, are the foundations to language resurgence 
(Corntassel, 2012; Alfred & Corntassel, 2005). In this paper, the shared stories about 
language resurgence in the face of settler colonialism are discussed using a desired-
based lens (Tuck, 2009) and include rich narratives from four Mi’kmaw speakers. Based 
on the four conversations, their messages on languages are to bring back the old ways, 
teach verbally to educate the Mi’kmaq language, make learning Mi’kmaq fun and 
exciting, and to build language nests within our Mi’kmaq communities to keep the 
language alive for the next seven generations to come. 
 
Keywords: language resurgence, land-based pedagogy, place-base pedagogy, language 
genocide, linguicide 
 
Introduction 
 
As a Mi’kmaq woman from Mi’kmaq territory (Mi'kma'ki), I do my best to teach and 

conduct research by following Indigenous4 beliefs and ways of doing. Our territory 

includes both the Maliseet and Mi’kmaq people, and we are known as Wabanaki, which 

means, people of the Dawn. Wabanaki territories include the Maritimes, Newfoundland, 

Quebec, Maine, Vermont, and Massachusetts (D. Perley, 2004). This study was 

completed using a set of beliefs that guide my understanding of Indigenous paradigms, 

Indigenous knowledge systems that shapes our view of the world around us. In 

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
4"I"use"the"term"Indigenous'to"refer"to"the"original"peoples"of"Turtle"Island,"North"
America."It"is"a"globally"inclusive"word"for"original"peoples"than"many"of"the"
current"Canadian"labels"(e.g.,"Indian,"First"Nation,"Aboriginal,"Metis,"Tribal,"Inuit)"
that"have"been"imposed"on"us.""
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Indigenizing paradigms, I explore our ontology and epistemology as well as our 

axiology and methodology (Wilson, 2003, p. 175).  

 

I hope that this work honours and builds on the work of Indigenous scholars who have 

gone before me, and like Wilson (2003), hope that future Indigenous researchers will be 

able to continue Indigenizing the academy and continue to connect us with our 

traditional ways of knowing. This study utilizes Indigenous conversations, Indigenous 

auto-ethnography (Whitnui, 2014), Indigenous storytelling, and theory to allow room for 

negotiation as Indigenous scholars who see and work within both Indigenous and 

dominant world views, that of ‘white privilege’, challenging other cultural ways of being 

and doing.  

 

According to Wilson (2003) and Rigney (1997), it is important to highlight and reshape 

the terminology now used to define us as Mi’kmaq people on the eastern Canadian 

seaboard. No longer are terms such as Indian, Metis, Inuit, First Nations or Native (used 

in Canada) or Aborigine or Aboriginal (used in Australia) inclusive enough to 

encompass our growing resurgence of knowledge that encompasses Mi’kma’ki. The 

term Indigenous knowledge is now used to describe the knowledge system that is 

inclusive to all traditional nations across Turtle Island, North America, Canada and 

United States. Indigenous people are now in the process of shaping, redefining, and 

explaining their positions through defining the research, outlining the ethical protocols, 

and explain the culturally congruent methodologies (Wilson, 2003, p. 170). Rigney 

(1997) states, “Indigenous peoples think and interpret the world and its realities in 

different ways to non-Indigenous peoples because of their experiences, histories, 
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cultures, and values” (p. 8). In understanding my own educational journey and research, 

I want it to reflect the importance of the resurgence of my mother tongue, Mi’kmaq. I 

am reminded that languages and cultures are our living processes and it is my 

responsibility to be resistant to dominant ways of knowing and keep our inherent right to 

our mother tongue alive.  

 
What the literature tells us  
 
Language Genocide/Linguicide 
 

Even after thirty-eight years of the study of the Mi’kmaw language, I still feel 
enthusiastic enough to assist where I can with Mi’kmaw language retention and 
promotion in any community from Newfoundland to Quebec, to the state of 
Maine, and throughout the Maritimes. I still feel there is so much to discover. 
(Sable & Francis, 2012, p. 100) 
 

European imperialism includes a chronology of harsh events directed at Indigenous 

peoples related to discovery, conquest, exploitation, distribution, and appropriation 

(Smith, 2012). The assaults and attacks on Indigenous language loss include intrastate 

violence, mass atrocity, and historical injustice (Coulthard, 2014; Simpson, 2011) which 

can now be depicted as language genocide.  

 

For more than a century, these assaults have been a part of a forced assimilation 

(Battiste, 2013). Language genocide/linguicide are enshrined in our current patriarchal 

system and contemporary education. Battiste (2013) describes to this assimilation plan: 

Imagine the consequence of a powerful ideology that positions one group as 
superior and gives away First Nation’s peoples’ lands and resources and invites 
churches and other administrative agents to inhabit their homeland, while 
negating their very existence and finally removing them from the Canadian 
landscape to lands no one wants. Imagine how uncertain a person is whose 
success is only achieved by a complete makeover of themselves, by their need to 
learn English and the polished rules and habits that go with that identity. They 
are thrust into a society that does not want them to show too much success or too 
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much Indian identity, losing their connections to the land, [language], family, 
and community. (Battiste, 2013, p.23)  
 

As a result of forced assimilation, language genocide, and Eurocentric education 

policies, Indigenous and Aboriginal peoples across Canada are witnessing a global loss 

in Indigenous languages, ways of knowing, and worldviews. Thus, the attacks and 

assaults by Europeans have systematically suppressed Indigenous identity, languages 

and cultures resulting in a need for resurgence and revitalization.  

 

Thinking critically about the history of Indigenous language genocide and decolonizing 

Western education, one must think about the validity of resurgence in highlighting 

language as the root of cultural identity. It is important for language revitalization and 

survival to create healthy communities with more fluent Mi’kmaw speakers. The 

resurgence of Mi’kmaq language is intricately connected to the survival of Mi’kmaw 

culture and identity. Research has demonstrated that culture and language are closely 

intertwined (Smith, 2012) and that Indigenous languages offer far more than ways of 

communication and literacy. 

 

I continue to aspire to recover, reclaim and maintain my own Mi’kmaq language.  

Language recovery, as part of this needed resurgence and the nurturing of the Mi’kmaq 

language, becomes important in influencing Indigenous educational pedagogies. 

Cultural revitalization and preservation informs and animates knowledge systems 

(Battiste, 2013) and embeds culturally sustaining pedagogy (Paris & Alim, 2014) within 

inclusive curriculum outcomes. Educational systems in the Western world often fail to 
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teach second and third languages and, in turn, impose dominant pedagogies (Battiste, 

2013; Kincheloe, 2008).  

 

Anders-Baer et al (2008) discuss linguistic genocide because of dominant language 

pressures in educational institutions. They suggest:  

This dominant language medium of education prevents access to education 
because of the linguistic, pedagogical and psychological barriers it creates. 
Without binding educational linguistic rights, especially a right to mainly mother 
tongue-medium (MTM) education in schools, with good teaching of a dominant 
language as a second language, given by competent bilingual teachers, most 
indigenous peoples and minorities have to accept subtractive education where 
they learn a dominant language at the cost of the mother tongue which is 
displaced, and later often replaced by the dominant language. (pp. 3-4)  

 
Perley (2011) uses the term ‘linguicide’ (p.78) to describe language endangerment and 

Indigenous language loss. Linguicide implicates colonialist programs such as 

assimilation, boarding schools and neo-colonialist agendas as the primary causes of 

Indigenous language death. These colonialist programs act as ideological state apparatus 

(ISA) (Brookfield, 2005) with hidden dominant ideologies that are hegemonic, 

manipulative and oppressive for Indigenous paradigms, Mi’kmaq pedagogies, and 

language resurgence. The idea of an ISA is problematic for Indigenous peoples because 

through these ISAs emotions have been drawn out of the thousands of Indigenous 

languages and, as a result, knowledge and cultures have been silenced or misrepresented, 

ridiculed or condemned in academic and popular discourses (Smith, 2012, p. 21). 

Because of this, “the discourses of language genocide remain a crucial dimension of 

understanding the unfolding impact colonialism on Indigenous peoples” (Hermes, 2012, 

p. 398).  
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Elders are often the only fluent Mi’kmaw speakers in our communities today, and only a 

small number of the seventh generation (youth) are fluent (Julian, 2014).  The Elders 

have inspired many actions being taken toward defying Maliseet and Mi’kmaq language 

death (Perley, 2011; Julian, 2014) and confronting linguist genocide (Corntassel, 2012; 

Perley, 2011; Bear Nicholas, 2008; Julian, 2014) and their actions have influenced our 

optimism in the fight against linguicide. 

 
Language Resurgence: Maintaining, Recovering, and Reclaiming  
 
In the face of continued settler colonialism, language resurgence becomes our 

responsibility as the seventh generation (Simpson, 2011). Resurgence includes the 

embedding of instruction within the Indigenous knowledges that drive Indigenous 

people to maintain, recover, and reclaim culture and language. Resurgence needs to be 

the force behind the regeneration and revitalization of Indigenous paradigms, 

epistemologies, ontologies, and pedagogy in order to combat the oppression placed on 

Indigenous peoples through Western discourses. 

 

The continued use of tools of colonization and Western discourses are sparking the 

empowerment of Indigenous peoples to shift back to their traditional knowledge systems 

(Battiste, 2013; Grande, 2004; Wilson, 2008). To conquer these tools of colonization 

embedded in the Western ideological state apparatuses, we, as Indigenous academics, 

need to listen to our Indigenous Elders, our own people, and recognize the relationships 

and connections within our communities.  
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Damage-centered research has been academically documented through a lens of colonial 

and cognitive imperialism. These imperial lenses continue to be the blueprint for 

vehicles that drive political, cultural, and language genocide in ISA policies, practices, 

and theories (Tuck, 2009; Battiste, 2013; Simpson, 2011).  As a result, the drive for 

language resurgence is vital in the survival of Indigenous culture and language. Perley 

(2011) shares staggering statistics that frame language death in Canada as:  

That of the 53 distinct Native languages in Canada, only three (3) have a chance of 
surviving the next ten years, eight (8) are facing extinction, twenty-nine (29) are 
deteriorating very rapidly, and thirteen (13) are moderately endangered. (p. 39) 

 
The reality of damage-centered research is that it fuels tools of colonization and 

imperialism in the face of cultural and language genocide. This is why Indigenous 

academics are using cultural and language resurgence as the engine to drive desired-

based research (Tuck, 2009). 

 

Smith (1999) fuels the engine of desired-based research by providing and validating 

Indigenous insights:  

It is not simply about giving an oral account or a genealogical naming of the land 
and the events which raged over it, but a very powerful need to give testimony to 
and restore a spirit, to bring back into existence a world fragmented and dying. 
The sense of history conveyed by these approaches is not the same thing as the 
discipline of history, and so our accounts collide, crash into each other. (Smith, 
1999, p.28)  
 

I believe it is through my spiritual connection to the land that I am able to respect and 

understand the survival of our languages. Indigenous people are traditionally taught how 

to nurture our spirits and how to interact with the two legged, four legged, water spirits, 

land spirits, and sky spirits that exist together on mother earth. These Indigenous 

knowledges are coded into the pedagogical and ontological scriptures of the land. The 
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language is imbedded with this understanding and this is why language recovery is vital 

for the protection of mother earth. 

 
 Pedagogy as Land and the Land as Pedagogy 
 

What happens when the medicines, waters, and traditional food that Indigenous 
peoples have relied on for millennia to sustain their communities become 
contaminated with toxins? What resources do we have against those destructive 
forces and entities that have disconnected us from our longstanding relationships 
to our homelands, cultures, and communities? (Corntassel, 2012, pp. 87-88) 

  
The importance of nurturing mother earth, Turtle Island, our homelands in North 

America, is to ensure the survival of our language and culture. The survival of our 

Mi’kmaq language is scripted in the movement and flow of mother earth. The movement 

and flow of mother earth captures what it means to be Indigenous. The land teaches, the 

land provides and the land demands respect. The colonial mentality has alienated and 

disconnected Indigenous from the land creating confusion and despair in the 21st 

century.  

 

Land-based education is considered an appropriate practice for resurging and sustaining 

Indigenous life and knowledge (Wildcat, McDonald, Irlbacher-Fox, & Coutlhard, 2014). 

The purpose of Indigenous land-based pedagogy “fosters individual and collective 

empowerment for students by re-embedding them in the land-connected social, [spiritual 

and physical] relationships [to land-connection] that settler-colonialism, through 

education and otherwise, sought to destroy” (Wildcat et al, p.III).  

 

Indigenous lands of Turtle Island are currently occupied by the Canadian state. 

Indigenous peoples, as the protectors of mother earth, have been in the longest running 
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resistance movement in Canadian history for the repatriation of Indigenous lands. Prior 

to colonization, Indigenous peoples lived in independent, sovereign nations, and held 

strong spiritual foundations rooted in the land (Simpson, 2008).  

 

Having a relationship to the land, to the spirits, and with each other, defines being 

Indigenous (Wilson, 2008; Corntassel, 2012). Our environment and homelands hold our 

Indigenous knowledges in a pedagogy of place (Wilson, 2008). Our relationships to the 

land have been challenged by legacies of settler-colonialism, including the appropriation 

of land and forced re-settlement, making us question what makes us Indigenous today. 

Thus, the rehabilitation and acts of renewal and remembrance, through relationship 

building with the land, are the foundations to language resurgence (Corntassel, 2012; 

Alfred & Corntassel, 2005).  

 

To truly live through pedagogy as land and land as pedagogy requires inter-generations 

to grow up intimately and spiritually connected to our homelands and being immersed in 

Indigenous languages. Indigenous academics are now advocating for the reclamation 

and repatriation of land as pedagogy (Wilson, 2008; Corntassel, 2012). The land holds 

Indigenous intelligence, life skills, embedded knowledges and values to rebuild, 

revitalize, and restore our lands.  

  

In promoting land-based education, Indigenous people are using Indigenous theory 

beginning with mother earth or Turtle Island as the holder of Indigenous philosophies, 

pedagogies, epistemologies, ontologies, and ideologies. Simpson (2014) shares her 

stories as a way to form the theoretical basis of our Indigenous intelligence by stating: 
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Theory is generated and regenerated continually through embodied practice within 
each family, community and generation of people… Theory within [land] context 
is generated from the ground up and its power stems from its living resonance 
within individuals and collectives (Simpson, 2014, p.7).  
 

The traditional practices encoded in land pedagogy including intergenerational sharing 

and teaching between family and community. Indigenous peoples across North America 

continue to practice rich traditional ceremonies on the land, their nourishment exists 

between human and animal relationships, and the education is scripted in the roots of the 

land.  

 

Elders who choose to live in the bush hold an abundance of knowledge of the land.  

They are our intellectuals, philosophers, theorists, medicine people, and historians. 

Building relationships between youth and Elders helps foster a generation of people 

attached to the land. This essentially is a form of land-based education, utilizing a 

generation who are committed to Indigenous culturally inherent ways of knowing. 

Simpson (2014) and Alfred (1999; 2005) make it clear that we risk losing what it means 

to be Indigenous (Mi’kmaq) within our own thought systems and within the use of our 

lands, if we cannot bring about resurgence to our nations.  

 

In the 21st century, all Canadian soil continues to be Indigenous lands, including the 

cities. The dissections of Indigenous territories and reserve/urban/rural dichotomies have 

occurred and continue to occur in all geographies. Because contemporary Indigenous 

peoples live in both reserve and urban settings, it is important for educators to find ways 

to connect to land pedagogy and to nurture generations of people who can think and 
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survive with and on the land. Learning from the land present some of the best practices 

for language resurgence in the face of settler colonialism.  

 

Indigenous Methodology 

Indigenous methodologies are paradigmatic and congruent with Indigenous paradigms. 

This means Indigenous methodologies include linguistic elements such as storytelling 

and oral traditions in exchange for documented history. Through my methodological 

approach, I have tried to embed Indigenous paradigms, epistemologies, and praxis 

throughout.   

 

This study used an Indigenous auto-ethnographical approach (Whitinui, 2014). 

Indigenous auto-ethnography seeks to resist the more dominant ideologies by 

deconstructing and reconstructing various historical accounts (George, 2015; Whitinui, 

2014). Through Indigenous auto-ethnography, this research examines the narrative 

stories of two Mi’kmaw Elders from Listuguj and Metepenagiag. Conversations were 

also held with two seventh generation youth who are Mi’kmaq language speakers and 

who have completed post-secondary education. These youths are from Gesgapegiag and 

Eskasoni.  

 

Smith (1999) contends that:  

Engaging in a discussion about research as an Indigenous issue has been about 
finding a voice, or a way of finding a voice, or a way of voicing concerns, fears, 
desires, aspirations, needs and questions as they relate to research. When 
Indigenous peoples become the researchers and no merely the researched, the 
activity of research is transformed. Questions are framed differently, people 
participate differently, and problems are defined differently, people participate 
on different terms. (Smith, 1999, p.93) 
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As an Indigenous academic, this approach enabled me to develop holistic and culturally 

distinctive ways of understanding language resurgence in the face of settler-colonialism. 

Indigenous research has become a way of universal inquiry for Indigenous and non-

Indigenous scholars around the world. Indigenizing methodologies and decolonizing 

methodologies provide settler allies with inclusive Indigenous paradigms from which to 

learn. Indigenous methodologies and Indigenous research are not to be appropriated by 

Western researchers or re-framed as another colonialist tool for imperialistic aims to 

favor Canadian policy but rather seen as a pathway for greater understanding. 

 

According to Smith (2012) “decolonization must offer a language of possibility, a way 

out of colonialism” (p.204). As an Indigenous woman, I hope to tap into our Indigenous 

ways of knowing to understand the demands of the current Western academic arena. It is 

my hope that my work will help to decolonize the minds and hearts in that arena in order 

to facilitate the necessary inclusion and respect for Indigenous peoples across Turtle 

Island.  

 
Research Topic and Questions  

I conducted Indigenous auto-ethnographic narrative inquiries focused on desire-

based (Tuck, 2009) stories for the future seven generations to come.  

Two primary questions guided my research:  

1.! What are the existing actions Indigenous communities are contributing towards 

Indigenous (Mi’kmaq) Language Resurgence?  
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2.! What are the additional resources required to support Mi’kmaw language 

resurgence in developing sustainable tools for the future generations and existing 

inter-generations?  

 
Collected date and findings  
 

Given the current state of Mi’kmaq language and culture, Mi’kmaq people are 
faced with a critical task – “if we do not create a generation of people attached to 
the land and committed to living out our culturally inherent ways of coming to 
know, we risk losing what it means to be [Mi’kmaw] within our own thought 
systems” (Alfred, 1999: 2005). 

 
The first community elder I spoke with is 

an elder that is a linguistic leader of 

Listuguj, called Wilmot. Listuguj has a 

population of around 3000 with 7-8%, 

with approximately 200-300 people who 

can speak and understand the Mi’kmaq 

language. In the late 1950s, Mi’kmaq was 

spoken regularly in homes, the community 

and at community gatherings. The Elders in the 1950s would have only known 10 to 20 

words in English, and the Mi’kmaq language was rich. For our linguistic elder, Wilmot, 

the Mi’kmaq language begun to change in the early 1970s. The settler influences of 

French and English surrounded the Mi’kmaq community of Listuguj and by the 21st 

century, the Indigenous language is rapidly disappearing and the Elders are using 

English more often. For many Mi’kmaq communities, Mi’kmaq language is quickly 

becoming Mi’k-lish (Mi’kmaq and English spoken together).  
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The second conversation I had was with a Spiritual ji’mn/leader from Metepenagiag. 

Metepenagiag has approximately 700 and roughly, 25 of them are Mi’kmaq Speakers. 

Most of the population consists of members of the younger generations (young 

adults/teenagers 18-25). According to the Spiritual ji’mn, our Mi’kmaq language is a 

beautiful language that is taught and learned verbally. Today he is grateful to have 

retained 70%-80% of the Mi’kmaq language, but when he was in his 20s, our language 

was not seen as being so beautiful and our language and culture was changing because 

of assimilation, colonialism, and materialism. As a Spiritual ji’mn praying for the 

survival of Mi’kmaq culture, ways of knowing, and language, he believes that the young 

people need to play a vital role in the process of resurgence.  

 

The third conversation held was with a young inspiring linguist, Al, from the Mi’kmaq 

traditional territory of Eskasoni, Al. The population of Eskasoni is about 4,500 people 

and almost half are fluent in the Mi’kmaq language, at least fluent enough to carry on a 

conversation longer than5 minutes. Al is of the seventh generation, is fluent, was 

immersed in the Mi’kmaq language from birth, raised in a Mi’kmaq speaking home, 

continues to pursue post-secondary education, and is teaching Mi’kmaq language 

courses. Mi’kmaw fluency levels in Eskasoni are recognized as very high across 

Mi’kmaq territory because Elders there can still carry on a conversation in Mi’kmaq for 

longer than 3 hours with little to no Mi’k-lish. 

 

My fourth conversation was with a young seventh generation cultural leader from 

Gesgapegiag.  Her name is Larocque. Gesgapegiag is surrounded by French speakers 

and is near Listuguj, in Quebec. In Gesgapegiag there are numerous speakers of 
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Mi’kmaq and many of them are trilingual, speaking French, English and Mi’kmaq. 

Larocque continues her Mi’kmaq fluency in the home by passing the language down to 

her daughters. For her it is important that Elders, her parents, and speakers continue to 

speak ‘pasik l’nuisi’ (only Mi’kmaq) to her and her daughters.  

 
What the conversations with Youth and Elders reveal 
 
Language Genocide / Linguicide  

 I Lost My Talk 
I lost my talk  

The Talk you took away.  
When I was a little girl 

At Shubenacadie School  
 

You snatched it away: 
I speak like you 
I think like you 
I create like you 

The scrambled ballad, about my word.  
 

Two ways I talk 
Both ways I say,  

Your way is more powerful. 
 

So gently I offer my hand and ask, 
Let me find my talk 

So I can teach you about me. 
(Rita Joe, Mi’kmaq poet) 

 
In the face of Mi’kmaq language resurgence, it is important for language revitalization 

and survival to create a healthier thriving Mi’kmaw nation. Rita Joe’s poem touches the 

hearts of those of us educated in English, as we sacrificed our mother tongue in the face 

of settler colonialism. We have been culturally stripped in soul, mind, and spirit (Moore, 

1999). Our younger generations continue to learn that the language we are trying so hard 

to revive and continue to communicate is somehow not seen as acceptable, likeable, or 

usable in today's society. It was forbidden in Residential Schools and Indian Day 
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Schools, and today, in the 21st century, our language is heading towards extinction at a 

tremendous speed.  

  
During the Residential School era, many Mi’kmaq people finished school speaking little 

to no Mi’kmaq. In Wilmot's case, his mother was able to relearn the language through 

her husband. He taught her, corrected her and only spoke in Mi’kmaq to her until she 

became fluent and begun helping others with Mi’kmaq translation.  

 

As Wilmot got older he said, "I would never stop speaking Mi’kmaq consciously, and if 

there were other Mi’kmaq speakers around to speak to, I would speak to them in 

Mi’kmaq". Wilmot says he was not one for reading and writing in Mi’kmaq.  

 

He continued, "If you are a new language learner, you learn to read and write by the age 

5 and 6, and the use of language verbally, no matter how you pronounce it, is most 

important today. Hearing the descriptive language of the land, in education, at home, in 

our everyday lives, we just learned what you could whenever you could and worried 

about the reading and writing later". Wilmot was 50 years old when he learned to read 

and write, and today he is using old and new Mi’kmaq dictionaries, social media 

websites, digital resources, and fellow Mi’kmaq speakers to keep the language up-to-

date (http://www.mikmaqonline.org (online living dictionary)).  

 

In all four interviews, my participants suggested that when our young people and Elders 

perceive difficulty communicating in the Mi’kmaq language, they switch to English if 

they can. For the Elders who have a hard time speaking English today, Al reiterates how 
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it is easier for them to speak in Mi’kmaq. The described relationships between Elders 

and youth indicated the stigma around languages today and Al asserts that, "It has to do 

with that colonialist kind of thinking". The stigma around languages and keeping up 

with colonialism has divided Elders and youth. The Spiritual ji’mn from Metepenagiag 

says "In the past, everything was shared verbally, nothing was on paper", and he 

continues saying "That very little is being done today, there’s no more sharing verbally, 

everybody got lost with the negative impacts of [settler] colonialism".  

 

Larocque indicates she notices people started speaking more English because of lack of 

knowledge of the Mi’kmaq language.  She feels that with the language comes respect 

and identity.  She says, "Our younger generations feel ashamed for being Mi’kmaq". As 

our Spiritual ji’mn noticed, "If our younger generations are not 100% Mi’kmaq, they 

grow up torn, it plays an awful role on them psychologically and their hearts and minds 

all suffer. Today our young people are walking around blemished, trying to refer to other 

Mi’kmaw people to educate them about their Mi’kmaq history, culture, language and 

identity".  

 

When Larocque was in school, "Even though the school was in the community of 

Gesgapegiag, Mi'kmaq language was only spoken in language class" When Larocque 

attended school off reserve, they also were not allowed to speak Mi’kmaq in class, in the 

hallways, or on the playground. "When I was caught by my teacher or monitor, I was 

continuously told to speak the English or French language that [the teachers] 

understood,” Larocque believe this was because of their own insecurities, "They thought 

we were talking about them when they heard us speaking our Mi’kmaq language".  
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One of the big things the participants believe is stopping young people from speaking 

Mi'kmaq today is language shaming. Al asserts that "Language shaming is hurtful, not 

just in Mi’kmaq but in English too". Al remembers, "When I started learning English, I 

was terrible at it, and the ones that knew English would make fun of me. Our young 

generations need to learn how to cope with language shaming when learning Mi’kmaq 

or learning English". Al stopped speaking the Mi'kmaq language when he was a 

teenager, in high school, because it became easier to communicate with his peers and 

teachers in English. Al also recalls when he came out of Mi'kmaq immersion class, he 

struggled to learn English from his non-native English speaking teachers. Although he 

went all through grade school with his immersion graduates, as soon as they were ready 

to graduate or pursued post-secondary, only a handful of immersion students were 

speaking Mi’kmaq. According to Al, "I don’t know what is causing the decline in 

language, but I believe it is more than just one issue". Larocque believes it is because 

Mi’kmaq is not being the first language taught to young Mi’kmaq people in education. 

She believes that if you speak your mother language first, then you will be academically 

successful.   

 

According to the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (RCAP) Final Report (1996) 

Volume 3: Gathering Strength documented Aboriginal students’ feelings related to 

schooling. The report summarized the current school experiences of Aboriginal students 

as follows:  

-! Aboriginal adolescents straddle two worlds – one where Aboriginal values and 
beliefs prevail, and another where television, popular culture and peer pressure 
offer competing values and priorities.  
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-! Aboriginal teenagers need a secure sense of self-worth to keep their balance in 
the storm of conflicting messages and demands. Many have not found that 
balance. Their confusion and distress are evident in high drop-out rates, teen 
pregnancy, substance abuse, defiance of the law and suicidal behaviour.  

-! Aboriginal youth who spoke to the Commission said they felt marginalized – 
unable to make their voices heard at school or in their home communities.  

(Government of Canada, 1997).  
 
According to Bear Nicholas (2008), Indigenous children in Canada are still effectively 

transferred to the dominant group linguistically and culturally in schools where 

education is conducted in French or English… this decline of Indigenous languages has 

proceeded more dramatically since before and without residential schools (p. 10).  

 

Language Resurgence and Resilience  

 

For scholars working on Indigenous issues and topics within Canadian universities and 

elsewhere, Indigenous language resurgence has become one of the most robust scholarly 

paradigms to study Indigenous education and languages (Wildcat et al, 2014). For 

Alfred (2009), the resurgence paradigm was a way of theorizing how a shift in the 

consciousness of Indigenous peoples, away from reconciliation and towards 

decolonization, and would provide the foundation of an Indigenous social movement 

capable of transforming Canadian society.  

 

Information and Communication Technology works as a resurgence tool 

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) supports learning, education and 

training. Members of our Mi’kmaq communities are active users of social media and 

many other online tools for language learning opportunities. ICT can be a tool delivered 

online for professional development and can be planned, accessible, and cost-efficient 
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for all Mi’kmaq learners (Beaton & Carpenter, 2014). According to Al and Wilmot, are 

both active users of Facebook and both are accessing the Facebook online Mi’kmag 

living dictionary to read up on stuff and practice using the language. Al says, “A lot of 

people learn new things online, like myself, I learn something new everyday, every time 

someone shares a word, this is how to say this word, this is how to use this word, this is 

how this sounds, it amazes me.” Even for current fluent speakers like Al’s uncle, ever 

since the Facebook group has been created, they are discovering new words that are not 

found in the current number of existing Mi’kmaq dictionaries, and to Al, that’s how 

technology can act a positive resource for language learners.   

 

Social networking sites (SNSs) are populated by community members for the purpose of 

networking with each other.  This provides Mi’kmaq language learning to those 

communicating both within and outside of the geographical communities (Molyneaux 

and O’Donnell et al, 2014). This allows for the seven Mi’kmaq districts within Mi’kmaq 

territory to communicate quicker and establishes networking. Wilmot asserts that,  

Technology is always ready to go, it’s always right there, push of a button and 
it’s on.  Everything is stored on electronics, it’s endless and you’ll never run out, 
but you can run out of [fluent speakers] like myself… Teluwisit (what’s it called) 
computers, they are babysitters today, kids aren’t learning from us anymore. 
Before, the Elders use to be our teachers, it was our tradition, this is how you 
learned from the people that were around you, you learned your language and 
everything you’re supposed to do. We don’t do that anymore.  
 

Given the relative ease of accessing technology (i.e., computers, iPhones, iPads, mobile 

phones, and other forms of technological communication) in today’s world, meeting 

Indigenous peoples face-to-face is a culturally preferred and legitimate means of 

communication, engaging, and interacting with Indigenous peoples on their terms 

(Whitinui, 2014, p.458).  
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According to Wilmot, today “we are trying to come up with Mi’kmaq words for 

computers, iPhones, laptops, printers, cell phones, and telephones...words that do not 

exist in our language.”  He believes there is a lot of time wasted on 

electronics/technology. However, personally he uses technology/computers daily for 

using the Mi’kmaq language and tracking or adding words on the online dictionary. 

Wilmot has strong feelings about gathering all our information on computers due to 

cultural artifacts collected in communities for museums. Wilmot says,  

When people came around to gather all our tools, for the usage of the land, how 
we made things, and put it on display in Ottawa, it disappeared from our 
communities, even though they didn’t take it all, they just took samples. Since 
that time it disappeared, the only place you can see it is if you go to a museum. 
Now my point is, our Mi’kmaq language, by putting it into computer, it’s like 
writing books that end up on dusty shelves, this however (Wilmot is holding his 
dictionary made in 1988) is my bible.  
 

Wilmot fears that if we store our language all online, we will wait two and three 

generations after the language is gone before we try to revitalize it. However, if that 

happens, there will be access to recording, digital stories, videos, and young language 

learners will come along and start making use of it all.  

 

In Larocque’s household, her daughters love the online Mi’kmaq storybooks and 

applications. Although the words are not spelled the same because of the different 

dialects and spelling, her daughters can still hear the books, the books can be read to 

them, and if they are looking for a word, they can access it through the books and 

applications. Larocque says that “maybe technology applications could be developed 

regionally, making it accurate in preserving the dialects in language… and not have it go 
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viral but to keep it in the community, that technology could be a tool for our community 

and therefore, for language resurgence.”  

 

For Larocque, her first language was Mi’kmaq, and her father tells her she learned 

English from television.  He told her it is that easy to learn English but harder to 

revitalize our language. Larocque says revitalizing our languages starts with using it. 

She continues,  

It’s our responsibility as parents to speak to our children. Being a mother that 
knows the importance of passing the Mi’kmaq language down to my child, 
whether it be through games, through storytelling, through songs, using 
imagination, it’s bringing back pride, and letting people know and understanding 
our culture. And what makes Mi’kmaq people is we are distinguished by 
language, our language is one of the key elements to culture. If people start 
understanding that and feeling that sense of pride and knowing that for 500 years 
we’ve been resilient and our language had survived this long, then our language 
will survive another 500 more. 
 

Resilience is not a new concept to Indigenous peoples. It is an ancient principle in our 

philosophy of life; to persevere, to stand strong, to never give up hope. A culture’s world 

view is the lens through which they learn how to nurture, protect, and dream for future 

generations” (Iris Heavy Runner as cited in Kenny, 2003, p. 3).  

 

Resilience is about the ability of the individual or community to cope, manage, and 

bounce back in times of crisis, dislocation, grief, loss, hardship, and trauma. This can 

also relate to a loss of identity, [loss of language], self, and culture within a world 

focused on material wealth and societal regulation (Whitinui, 2014, p. 473). Both 

Larocque and Al have hope for the future generations, and they believe our generation 

will keep our languages alive because we understand the importance of it.  They suggest 

that when it comes to the next seven generations to come, Mi’kmaq language will be 
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stronger because we will be teaching our kids how important it is to be fluent in and be 

proud of our Mi'kmaq language.  

 
Immersion schools work as a resurgence tool 
 
Wilmot believes that segregating our schools from current Provincial English curriculum 

would mean our children would be more comfortable around our Mi’kmaq speakers. 

The schools should be immersion schools and would go from kindergarten to grade five. 

These immersion schools would provide all learning in total Mi'kmaq so that the 

language learners would gain fluency in the language before moving on to learning 

English. According to Wilmot, “The immersion school would have a seasonal 

curriculum and the classrooms would be more of a home setting instead of a classroom, 

with everything in the language.” Wilmot supports the steps taken in Eskasoni to open a 

total immersion school in Mi’kmaq.  

 

The Spiritual ji’mn says, “Today in our Mi’kmaq communities, you do not hear the 

beautiful Mi’kmaw language spoken. Changes are taking place that cannot be stopped. 

There is too much colonialism and too much materialism, too much non-native 

influences… Nobody has respect for our language, it’s alarming about the Mi’kmaw”. 

Revitalizing the languages takes working together, the Spiritual ji’mn says. “The 

Mi’kmaq people have to come back together, despite the hardships and the hatred, we 

have to go back and learn the old ways, it’s very hard, the old ways, but no matter how 

and what we do, we will never be white [non-native]”.  
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Visiting the Spiritual ji’mn reminded me of my approach to methodology and the 

importance of Indigenizing our ways. He says I insulted him, 

Talking is not winning, you come here today, you put all this paper in front of 
me, you are  like disrespecting me, you're insulting me, which I don’t like. Don’t 
get me wrong, and I have no disrespect for anyone or you, I have a lot of respect 
for Mi’kmaq, and how much we lost, and how bad our [language losses] are 
today… I feel the pain. There is a lot of things that need to be answered about the 
past, they can’t sweep our past under the rug and make them go away… What 
have we [the Mi’kmaq people] done so wrong in life to deserve all this 
colonialism, [Eurocentric way of life]? 
 

As a researcher and Mi’kmaq woman, I realize that after ten years of post-secondary 

education and feeling as though I have accomplished my educational endeavors, I am 

reminded that all those years could have been spent gaining my own language fluency, 

cultural teachings, living off the land, and practicing our traditional ways of knowing.  

 

Wilmot reminds me that he wants help from the younger generation with the language. 

Wilmot says,  

Most young Mi’kmaq people today are busy doing exactly what you're doing, 
research, getting an education. How many decades ago, is a high school 
graduation enough, how many years ago was that? Getting a degree now is not 
enough, you have to have a Masters [degree], even a Masters is not enough, you 
go for a doctorate, that’s where everybody is heading. So, by the time you finish, 
let’s say you go for your doctorate, that’s another 6-7 years depending on you, 
you have to make a living somewhere [off-reserve]. Maybe 10 years later, you 
are now into your 40s, you decide you're ready to settle down, by that time you 
are 40, [you are ready to learn your language], I may be gone by then, guys like 
me and women that are speakers, will be a memory. (Wilmot) 
 

As Indigenous people we are reminded that we cannot stop people like myself, in post-

secondary for a decade, from moving forward. Our whole lives we hear the mantra ‘get 

an education, get an English education, it will get you further in life’. However, as a 

Mi’kmaq nation, perhaps we are losing time with our fluent speakers in our 
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communities, and in the end, we are going to have to work twice as hard to get our 

Mi’kmaq language back fluently.  

 
Pedagogy as land and the land as Pedagogy  
 

Being a warrior of the truth is not, however, about mediating between 
worldviews as much as challenging the dominant colonial discourse. It is about 
raising awareness of Indigenous histories and place-based existence as part of a 
continuing struggle against shape-shifting colonial powers (Corntassel, 2013, 
n.p.).  

 
Settler-colonialism has functioned, in part, by deploying institutions of western 
education to undermine Indigenous intellectual development through cultural 
assimilation and the violent separation of Indigenous peoples from our sources of 
knowledge and strength – the land (Wildcat et al, 2014, p. II). 

 
Through resistance and resurgence, Indigenous students are responding to dominant 

hegemony by contesting colonizing pedagogy and demanding Indigenous education. 

Indigenous education is unique in the landscape and can be taught through land/place-

based education, also referred to as Indigenous cultural practices with the land. 

Indigenous academics attest that Indigenous land/place-base education is a powerful and 

strategic pedagogical practice and act as a site of resurgence for Indigenous sovereignty 

and epistemologies (Greenwood, 2009; Ottmann 2013; and Scully, 2012).  

 

Land-place based education is supported as an educational practice within our Mi’kmaw 

communities that support decolonization because it brings awareness and promotes 

Indigenous ways of knowing and Indigenous pedagogy with the land. The critical 

dialogue about the impacts of colonization and the relationships with the Indigenous 

peoples of Turtle Island, is non-existent. 
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According to our Spiritual ji’mn, “We have to accept a lot of things, but we still need to 

go back to the old ways and clean ourselves, our land, everything.” If we do this, it is 

truly "Indigenizing the academy and acknowledging of Indigenous peoples through our 

histories, philosophies, traditions, and practices, and ultimately to respectful invitation to 

all to participate in their rightful place" (Ottmann, 2013, p. 22).   

 

During the discussions with the Spiritual ji’mn experiences about learning Mi’kmaq, he 

says, “We learned by word of mouth, passing it down from mothers, family, siblings, 

and repetition of Elders’ words and some of your extended family will pass a word down 

or share something. Today I am grateful I have 70 to 80% [fluency]. I don’t know all 

because there is so much to know that’s not heard today.” This experience is about 

learning with and on the land as pedagogy of the land.  He describes our nations as once 

a complete circle, but today we are but 50 million broken trees that disconnect our circle, 

the Mi’kmaq nation. His reference to trees, using mother earth descriptions, refers to 

language resurgence, as language genocide’s connotation is the destruction of mother 

earth. Spiritual ji’mn said, “I had to jump into the spiritual teachings, side of life, to give 

myself more power to learn more about myself, the culture, and the language.” 

 

Spiritual ji’mn describes his relationship with land through our sweat lodge practices, 

As a person of spirituality, I would say the connection between language and 
land is about respect, it makes you feel like you are a part of something, and 
makes you feel good about who you are and all the love and respect you have for 
the land. When we go to get wood and rocks for the sweat lodge, alder, we put 
our tobacco down and show our respect that way. I don’t really understand or 
what happened years ago to show our [younger generations] how the respect is 
shown.   
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This relationship with the land through ceremonies is a key way to revitalize our 

Mi’kmaq language, and is a way to ensure the survival of Mi’kmaw language for the 

next seven generations to come. Spiritual ji’mn agrees by asserting, “We have to do it 

together, to clean up our land, take out all the garbage, tires, washers, cars, everything, 

because if we do that, we will get rewarded. It will take everybody… cultural practices 

are beautiful and powerful than anything else and it comes from honouring our ways of 

life, honouring our culture, everything on the land,” he goes on to say,  

We pray for a clean body, mind, and spirit, the cleaning medicine of mother 
earth. The ancient sweat lodge ceremonies will always be there, on the land. 
Everything you learn in the sweat lodge is pure, it’s about who you are, it’s about 
showing respect for mother earth. Everything that is being used comes from 
mother earth and we have to show our respect by tobacco, prayer, singing, pipe 
carriers. We feel the spirit world, and we love the spirit world, and we ask for 
good medicine and healing for not just Mi’kmaq but for the 7.2 billion people on 
Turtle Island. 
 

The sweat lodge ceremony is a cultural practice that can be a place to begin language 

resurgence and land/place-based education. It is evident to Spiritual ji’mn that “Today 

we are still speaking English”, and he shares a story of a conversation he had with an 

Inuk lady,  

I was talking to a woman from Inuit territory, there their chief and council made 
a bylaw to take out technology, TV’s, machinery, cell phones, banned them from 
the traditional lands. Their community are now going back and learning to hunt, 
fish, trap, everything, how to snowshoe, how to speak more of their language. 
That’s what we got to do, we need to go back, the more we go forward the more 
we lose our culture, we have to go back and learn our language, traditions, 
spiritual healings, we have to learn to be Mi’kmaw people again. 
 

He added some final comments about language resurgence,  
 

We have to pull together, despite all the colonialism, materialism, hatred and let 
go of our differences because of the destruction that was created and is still being 
created. How many trees has it taken you to do research, write this thesis, how 
many libraries and schools in the world, how many trees does it take to fill these 
libraries and schools, how many trees does it take to get an education? 
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From one generation to the next, land pedagogy, land/place-base education must involve 

forms of education that reconnect Indigenous peoples to land and languages that arise 

from the land. Our conversations about language resurgence are about land and creating 

the conditions necessary so Indigenous peoples have the opportunity to connect with, 

and live sustainably on, their traditional territories (Beaton & Carpenter, 2014). 

 

Acknowledging and listening to our peoples’ stories of connections to land and place, 

and how colonization and settlement impacted our people’s culture and language are 

important to the future of language resurgence. Sharing stories facilitates bonding 

between storytellers and listeners. Stories are important because they help community 

members, particularly the youth, to understand their lived experiences, help with 

language learning, and builds a stronger relationship within the community (Moyneaux 

& O’Donnell et al, 2014). Al asserts that, “we need language nests in Eskasoni. We have 

a lot of speakers here, but we need language nests to keep the language here… it doesn’t 

matter what age you are, you can pick up Mi’kmaq language fluently anytime.” 

 

One of the connections Al draws between language and the land is that, 

We have names, not just for Nova Scotia but all of Mi’kmaq territory, covering 
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, Newfoundland, Quebec, 
Maine, and the Mi’kmaq place names, when you read them, the translations 
describe how the land looked. Our Mi’kmaq ancestors knew everything in the 
language. If you point to a tree, they can describe it to you, the grass, the 
different kinds of grass, the blades of the grass, every type of descriptions, they 
knew. They knew everything in the language because there was barely any 
English back then. The difference today between language and the land is 
fluency.  
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The beginning of language resurgence is being on the land, being around language nests, 

and participating in storytelling. Al says,  

Cultural practices, smudging, sweat lodge ceremonies, and even storytelling are 
our ways of language resurgence. When you listen to our people, our speakers, 
our Elders, tell stories, they use a lot of words, and it’s almost like you have to 
paint the picture when you’re speaking in Mi’kmaq. A lot of story tellers, 
especially the fluent Mi’kmaq speakers, when you listen to them telling stories, 
they are using words that make you go, ‘wow’, they are describing everything 
and that plays a huge role.  
 

These are safe environments for language learners and open up pathways for speakers to 

teach through storytelling.  

 

Larocque remembers the times she would try to translate a Mi’kmaq story to English, 

“You lose translation from Mi’kmaq to English, and the descriptions are not as funny.” 

She says, “When I was growing up we use to have plays in Mi’kmaq on bullying, 

drinking, parenting etc.… They were Mi’kmaq plays the youth used to do in the 

community, and there is humor in the language, and when you hear it in Mi’kmaq its 

super funny but once you translate it, you lose the humor.” These storytelling traditions 

have not continued over the years.  

 

Larocque understands the connection between culture and land as, “Culture, land, and 

language tie together because culture is our language and our language is connected to 

land, they all fit together because who we are as Mi’kmaq is the essential element of our 

culture, and how we describe things in our language are the elements from mother earth. 

It’s the land, and the true Mi’kmaq words come from the land.” Today our language 

teachers are bringing visual pictures of the outdoors into the classroom as teaching tools 
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instead of taking the students and the language learning outdoors and Larocque asserts 

“That’s how they are teaching the language in the schools today.”  

 
Conclusion 
 
My conversations with these four Mi’kmaq speakers remind me of the importance of my 

own quest for language fluency and how that fluency will root me in my culture. This 

strengthens my belief that, “within a Mi’kmaq epistemology, ways of knowing, spiritual 

knowledge is a tremendous, ubiquitous source of wisdom that is the core of every 

system in the physical world” (Simpson, 2014, p. 12). We must continue to find ways of 

reinserting people into relationships with and on the land as a mode of education.  

 

Especially in the conversations with the Elders, we are reminded that “histories of 

dispossession have hindered young people from acquiring bush skills and denied them 

access to the land… A recommendation would be, increasing capacity to offer land-

based education is going to require a discussion of how various First Nation 

governments and organizations might cooperate with each other in order to foster these 

sites of learning” (Wildcat et al, 2014, XII). The Wildcat et al recommendations echo 

those of the Mi’kmaq speakers in this study.  

 

Throughout my conversations, I was reminded by Simpson’s (2011) quote that in the 

face of continued settler colonialism, language resurgence becomes our responsibility as 

the seventh generation. Resurgence needs to be the force behind the regeneration and 

revitalization of Indigenous ways of knowing in order to combat the oppression placed 

on Indigenous peoples through Western discourses. 
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